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R E A W  MULTIPHASE FLOW SIMULATION WORKSHOP 
SUMMARY 

A workshop on computer simulation of reactive multiphase flow was held on May 18 
and 19,1995 in the Computational Testbed for Industry at Los Alamos National 
Laboratory (LANL), Los Alamos New Mexico. Approximately 35 to 40 people 
attended the workshop. This included 21 participants from 12 companies representing 
the petroleum, chemical, environmental and consumer products industries, two 
representatives from the DOE Office of Industrial Technologies and several from Los 
Alamos. The companies represented at the workshop were: 

Alma 
h o c 0  
Chevron 
Dow 
DowCorning 
DuPont 
Exxon 
Molten Metals Technology 
Procter & Gamble 
Shell 
Texaco 
Universal Oil Products 

The presentation topics were: 

Introduction - Brian VanderHeyden - LANL 
Introductory Simulation Movies - Bucky Kashiwa - LANL 
Prototype Multiphase Flow Problems - Paul Men - Chevron Research 
Review of CFDLIB/Current Theory - Bucky Kashiwa - LANL 
Air-Agitated Alumina Crystallizer - Phil Hsieh - Alcoa 
Heat Transfer Mechanisms in Ebullated Bed Reactors - Farshad Bavarian - Texaco 
Review of CFDLIB/Current Theory - Brian VanderHeyden - LANL 
Simulation of Gas Jets in Molten Metal Baths - Jon Wolfe - Molten Metal 
Technology 
Review of CFDLIBICurrent Theory - Nely Padial - LANL 
Multiphase Flow at Procter & Gamble - Joseph Kitching, John McKibben - Procter 
& Gamble 
Multiphase Flow at Exxon - Bill Heard - Exxon 
KIVA Combustion Simulation - Dan Butler - LANL 
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TellurideRagosa Codes (Interfkce Tracking, Object Oriented Programming) - Doug 
Kothe - LANL 
Review of CF'DLIl3/Current Theory - Bucky Kashiwa - LANL 
Multiphase Reynolds Stress Transport Modeling - Brian VanderHeyden - LANL 
Spectral Models, Symmetry and Engineering Turbulence Closures - Tim Clark - 
LANL 
Applications of Group Theory to Turbulence Modeling - Brian Volintine - DOE OIT 
Potential Mechanisms for CollaboratiodOil and Gas Partnership - Bob Hanold - 
LANL 
Review of 1st Industrial Energy Efficiency Symposium and Expo - Ed Joyce - LANL 
Center for Materials Process Modeling - Richard Lesar - LANL 
A View from Washington - Dan Wiley - DOE OIT 
Tank Flow SimuIation - Bert Harvey - Dow Chemical 
Some Thoughts on a Potential CFD Consortium - Tyler Thompson - Dow Chemical 
Brainstorm & Discussion on Consortium or Center of Excellence - Brian 
VanderHeyden - LANL 

The dialog at the meeting suggested that reactive multiphase flow simulation represents an 
excellent candidate for governmenthdustry/academia collaborative research. A white 
paper on a potential consortium for reactive multiphase flow with input fkom workshop 
participants will be issued separately. 

The following is a brief summary of the presentations and discussion at the workshop. 
The items are summarized in the order of their appearance. The agenda for the workshop 
is attached as Attachment 1. 
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Introduction - Brian VanderHeyden, LANL (Attachment 2) 

Introductory remarks provided an overview of the Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Tactical Plan, the Dual-Use concept, the structure of the laboratory, the past and current 
efforts of the Tdeoretical Division Fluid Dynamics Group (T-3), current defense related 
applications of the T-3 CFDLIB multiphase flow simulation flow code library, the 
workshop purpose and the expected products of the workshop. The purpose of the 
workshop was to start a dialog between Los Alamos and industry to try to find common 
needs and complimentary capabilities that could form the basis for the initiation of a 
coordinated effort on substantially increasing the state-of-the-art of multiphase 
computational fluid dynamics. Such an effort should benefit both private industry and 
the US defense complex. If successful, such an effort would involve not only Los 
Alamos and private industrial partners but also other government laboratories and 
partners from academia. 

Introductory Simulation Movies - Bucky Kashiwa, LANL 

Three computer simulation movies were shown to provide a pi re of the curren 
capabilities of the CF'DLIB codes and the activities-of the CfDLIB group. 

First, a simulation movie of 3-phase flow and vaporization in an vertical riser was shown. 
The flow confqyration can be seen in Figure 1. Gas and granular solids are introduced in 
the bottom of the riser. A relatively cool liquid is introduced a few diameters up the riser. 
As the cool liquid contacts the warmer granular solids the liquid flashes to vapor and 
propels the mixture up and out the riser. This simulation demonstrates the capability of 
CFDLE? to handle flows with violent phase change. 
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Figure 1 - Velocity vectors and volume fiaction fields in a 3-phase riser flow 

Second, a movie of a 4-phase simulation of a bath smelter operation. The bath smelter is 
a proposed alternative to current steel manufacturing methods. The flow configuration is 
shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 - Bath smelter 
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The 4 phases in the calculation are molten steel, gas (separate air and nitrogen streams), 
slag and chunks of coal. The oxygen is injected into the bath smelter at supersonic 
speeds. The calculation showed the motion and segregation of the separate phases and 
also tracked the progress of the iron ore reduction. This calculation highlighted several of 
the capabilities of O L D 3  including simultaneous treatment of 4 phases, compressible 
flow and finite-rate chemistry. 

Third, a movie of the simulation of the oscillatory expansion and contraction of a bubble 
formed from the gaseous products of an underwater detonation. Figure 3 shows a 
comparison of the computed and experimentally measured bubble radius as a function of 
time after the detonation. This calculation highlighted the ability of the code to handle 
high speed compressible multiphase flows. 

2s 

20 

Figure 3 - Bubble Radius vs. Time. Maximum bubble radius vs. time is shown compared 
to the data of Boyce (1990). The thing and amplitude show very good agreement. 

Prototype Multiphase Flow Problems - Paul Merz, Chevron Research and 
Technology Company 

A discussion on single- and multiphase flow computational fluid dynamics experiences at 
Chevron Research was presented. The central point of the talk was that available 
commercial software for single phase flow problems is reasonably mature fiom the 
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standpoint of the needs of Chevron. On the other hand, a great deal more uncertainty is 
associated with available multiphase flow codes and therefore more research is needed in 
this area. 

Paul fist reported on a successful application of single phase flow (gas) in a packed-bed 
radial-flow reactor. A commercial computational fluid dynamics package was used to 
analyze the flow distribution in several commercial reactors. Flow maldistributions, 
zones of counterflow and regions of high velocity were discovered in the flow 
simulations. Based on simulation work, modifications were recommended and employed 
resulting in improved performance of the commercial reactors. Due in part to this success 
story, Chevron management is becoming more supportive of this sort of work and the 
technology is being gradually fielded into engineering use. 

Paul then discussed a multiphase flow prototype problem that Chevron has used to 
screen and benchmark commercial software. The prototype problem was similar to a 
riser separator in a fluid catalytic cracking unit depicted below in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 - FCC Riser Separator - Chevron Prototype Multiphase Flow Problem 

Chevron Research submitted this problem to a number of commercial vendors. One 
vendor found a time-varying oscillatory solution while another found a steady solution. 
It was also found that the pressure boundary condition on the solids outlet had to be 
lower than what was expected to get outflow. The lesson drawn from this exercise by 
Chevron was that more research is required for multiphase computational fluid dynamics 
to bring it to the maturity of the state of the single phase computational fluid dynamics. 

A hi.l point was raised on the issue of the speed of available codes. Many available 
codes, it was felt, were constructed to be “all-purpose,, in order to cut down on 
maintenance and training costs. At the same time, however, the “all-purpose,, codes tend 
to cany a great deal of overhead thereby making them slower than a “specialty,, code. A 
potential solution to this problem might be to construct a code library similar to CFDLIB 
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which would consist of related but specialized modules. Such a library would enjoy some 
of the maintenance advantages of an all-purpose code and the speed advantages specialty 
codes. 

Review of CF'DLlB/Current Theory - Bucky Kashiwa, LANL (Attachment 3) 

The first review session covered the following topics: 

CFDLIB structure 
Multimaterial formalism 
Conservation equations 
Numerical Methods 

CFDLIB stands for Computational Fluid Dynamics LIBrary. CFDLIB is a LIBRARY of 
codes which perform specialized simulation tasks (e.g. single phase compressible flow, 
multimaterial incompressible flow, etc.) As a result a user can select the library code that 
best suites his problem. Since many of the codes share common features, data structures, 
variable names and even subroutines, maintenance of the library and training on Werent 
library codes is expeditious. 

Then the multimaterial formalism upon which the LANL governing equations for mass, 
momentum and energy conservation for a multiple, interpenetrating material system are 
based was discussed. The term multimaterial is used rather than multiphase because 
multiple material classes can be assigned to a single phase. For example, two classes that 
might be assigned to a single solid particulate phase such that one class corresponds to 
particles whose diameter is less than 100 microns with the other class corresponding to 
particles with diameters greater than 100 microns. 

In the multimaterial formalism, mass, momentum and energy conservation equations are 
derived and solved for each material class. The derivation employs averaging of 
ensembles of experimental realizations of ordinary points in the flow domain which are 
sunounded by a pure material. A Boltrmann transport equation for state probability is 
used to generate transport equations for the expected mass, momentum and energy for 
each material class. The generated equations are exact but unclosed. The unclosed terms 
represents phenomena such as multimaterial Reynolds stresses, intermaterial exchange 
forces and multiphase pressure forces. Models for these terms based either on empirical 
fits of experimental data or on theoretical microstructure must be introduced to close the 
equatiOnS. 

Finally, the numerical methods used in CFDLIB to solve the multimaterial transport 
equations were outlined. The numerical method is based on the finite-volume approach 
wherein the discretized equations of motions are obtained by integration around control 
volumes surrounding the grid points on a given mesh. Unlike the older staggered mesh 
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schemes in which the scalar data such as pressure and density are stored at cell centers 
while the velocity components are stored at cell faces, all variables are stored at the cell 
centers in the CFDLIB numerical scheme. This mode of variable storage necessitates the 
more complicated averaging operators to achieve conservation than does the staggered 
mesh approach. On the other hand, the cell centered scheme is much more amenable to 
non-Cartesian coordinate systems that arise from boundary fitted meshes. Furthermore, 
the cell centered approach removed some ambiguities that arise from the separate material 
class trajectories that generally exist in multimaterial systems. 

Air-Agitated Alumina Crystallizer - Phil Hsieh, Alcoa 

An overview of computational fluid dynamics experiences at Alcoa was given. Alcoa has 
been a reasonably heavy user of commercial single phase codes. While there are numerous 
applications in the aluminum and al- fnaflzlfacturing processes for multiphase flow 
analysis, Alcoa is just starting to explore this arena. 

The air-agitated alumina crystallizer was given as an example of a multiphase flow 
problem in aluminum manuf&turing to which Alcoa has applied two-phase flow analysis. 
The air-agitated crystallizer is essentially a tank into which an aqueous caustic slurry of 
fine alumina is introduced. This is shown schematically in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 - Schematic Drawing of an Air-Agitated Alumina Crystallizer 
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Air is also bubbled into the tank to stir the contents. The process objective of the unit is 
to allow the h e  alumina grains to agglomerate into larger particles which are further 
processed downstream. The extent of the agglomeration and therefore the capacity of a 
given crystallizer is governed by the concentration of alumina particles and their residence 
time in the vessel. Increasing either of these increases the capacity and profitability of the 
crystallizer. Elimination of short circuiting fiom inlet to outlet and the facilitation of 
some alumina settling are two keys to achieving these goals. 

Alcoa used single-phase computational fluid dynamics to investigate tank baffling 
strategies for the crystallizers. One proposal involved placing a baffle near the outlet and 
extending it down into to the crystallizer. The baffle was intended to eliminate short 
circuiting of uncrystallized alumina across the top of the crystallizer. Analysis using 
single phase computational fluid dynamics suggested that while the baffle would eliminate 
short circuiting, the b a e  also would decrease average alumina concentration by 
withdrawing material preferentially fiom the more concentrated bottom portions of the 
tank. 

To close the talk the following list of ‘‘Burning IssuesMeedslObservations,, for 
multiphase computational fluid dynamics was presented. 

Improved theoretical foundation for the multifluid conservation equations and 
approach is needed. 
Much improved turbulence models for multiphase flows are needed. 
More efficient solution algorithms are required (the crystallizer problems took 2 
weeks to converge on HP and IBM workstations.) 
Multiphase flow problems are abundant. 
There is a need for a coherent voice or set of voices to help sort out the complicated 
issues of multiphase flow physics and code development and application. 

Heat-Transfer Mechanisms in Ebullated Bed Reactors - Farshad Bavarian, Texaco 

An overview of Texaco’s commercialization efforts and how computational fluid 
dynamics has been used was given. Computational fluid dynamics was used in the design 
of a modlfied gas-liquid separator used in an ebullated bed resid hydrocracker. In 
addition, computational fluid dynamics has been used to scale-up bubble column reactors 
directly fiom the laboratory to commercial scale with a scale-up factor of order 1 Os. 

A discussion was also presented on the heat transfer problems encountered in ebullated 
bed hydrocracking of non-residual oil material. W e  metals deposition is a major 
mechanism of catalyst deactivation in resid hydrocracking, coking of catalyst due to 
elevated catalyst temperature is the chief deactivation mechanism in petroleum distillate 
and gas oil hydrocracking. The elevated catalyst temperature is in tum due to the highly 
exothermic hydrocracking reactions taking place on the surface of the catalyst along with 
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limited heat transfer rates from the catalyst to the bulk reactor liquid. In order to gain a 
better understanding of these effects, experiments were performed to measure the heat 
transfer coefficient in bubble columns under a variety of liquid and gas rates and bubble 
size regimes. It was found that in large bubble systems such as &-water, the heat 
transfer coefficient from the liquid to a stationary probe increased with increasing gas rate. 
This is presumably due to the increased level of agitation which in turn disrupts the 
insulating boundary layer around the probe. On the other hand, it was also found that in 
small bubble systems such as those found in a petroleum liquid based bubble column, the 
heat transfer coefficient decreased with increasing gas rates. This seemingly counter- 
intuitive result can be understood as follows. In the small bubble system, the boundary 
layer fluid surrounding the probe is really an effective medium of liquid and bubbles. In 
the large bubble system, the boundary layer fluid is essentially pure liquid. The heat 
transfer coefficient is proportional to the boundary-layer fluid thermal conductivity. So 
the lower heat transfer coefficient of the small bubble system is a reflection of the lower 
thermal conductivity bubbly mixture versus the pure fluid. 

These experimental observations and theoretical explanations are a good example of the 
sort of efforts that are required to model and close exchange terms that arise in the multi- 
material conservation equations. 

Review of CFDLIJYCurrent Theory - Brian VanderHeyden, LANL (Attachment 4) 

The second review session covered the following topics: 

Species energy conservation equation 
Material Class energy conservation equation 
Pressure force models 
Currently available turbulence models. 

A transport equation was derived using the multimaterial formalism for the conservation 
of the internal energy of species. At this point the notion that a given material class can 
be composed of multiple chemical species was introduced. The species internal energy 
transport equation incorporates the effects of compressible work, work due to mass 
exchange, fluctuational work, exchange of intemal energy due to mass exchange, viscous 
dissipation, conduction and exchange due to conduction. By using the equation for 
conservation of mass, the thermodynamic expression for material compressibility and the 
thermodynamic relation between constant pressure and constant volume specific heat, 
one can manipulate the species i n t d  energy conservation equation into a transport 
equation for species temperature. The temperature equation is also closely related to a 
transport equation for species enthalpy. In fact, temperature equation contains a term 
reflecting the effect of mass exchange that is proportional to enthalpy differences. 
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To wrap up the discussion of the species energy transport equation, a simple model was 
presented for the exchange of energy among species due to molecular conduction using the 
expression for heat transfer coefficient to a sphere. 

Species with identical or very nearly identical temperatures and mean velocities can be 
usemy grouped into classes. By summing the transport equations for all the species in a 
particular class, the class transport equation is generated. In the case of the temperature 
equation, the mass exchange term contributes to two effects according to whether the 
exchange is within or across classes. For species exchanging mass within a class due, for 
example, to a chemical reaction, the exchange term contributes to a heat of reaction term 
for the class. For species exchanging mass across classes, the exchange tern reflects 
exchange of energy due to physical processes such as evaporation and condensation. 

Models for the expected pressure acceleration for a material class were also reviewed. 
The expected pressure acceleration at a point can be broken into a mean pressure 
acceleration, a conservative force and an exchange force. Examples of a conservative force 
include close packing force that arise when a granular material is compressed beyond 
maximum packing. Another example is a force that acts on continuous phases whose 
origin is the Bernoulli pressure departure on the surface of a particulate phase moving 
relative to the continuous phase. 

Examples of exchange forces are drag, added mass and lift arising fiom unbalanced 
pressure deviations on, for example, a particle translating or accelerating relative to a 
continuous fluid. Some models for the drag force on a particle that have been employed 
in CFDLIB include a model based on the drag experienced by a single sphere in an infinite 
fluid. This drag law has also been enhanced to include the effects of hindered settling as 
prescribed by Richardson and Zaki. Another drag model is based on the momentum 
exchange experienced by clouds of dissimilar particles moving relative to one another due 
to collisions. Finally another drag law that has been employed in CFDLIB is based on the 
Ergun formula for pressure drop in packed beds. This model is most appropriately 
applied to either packed beds or dense fluidized beds. 

Finally, the currently available turbulence models were discussed. It is recognized that 
the multiphase Reynolds stress term in the momentum conservation equation is probably 
the most complex and least understood term in the governing equations. Dealing with this 
term can proceed along two lines. The fjrst is to keep the Reynolds stress model as 
simple as possible and employ the minimum number of parameters. The second line is to 
try to model the Reynolds stress as rigorously as possible through the use of a Reynolds 
stress transport equation and theoretical microstructural models. Although we are in the 
process of following the second approach, we have been using the h t  approach in our 
CFDLIB computations to date. 



Currently, the Reynolds stress models used in CFDLIB all use the Newtonian 
Boussinesq closure assumption. The viscosity for each material class in this closure can 
be taken from one of the following: 

Constant eddy viscosity model. The constant viscosity is specified by the user. 
Prandtl mixing length model. The constant mixing length is specified by the user. 
Onequation turbulent kinetic energy model. A constant mixing length and boundary 
conditions on turbulent kinetic energy are specified by the user. (This model is still 
undergoing refinement.) 

With the first two choices, the isotropic part of the Reynolds stress is not modeled and is 
essentially lumped in with the mean pressure. For the case of the one-equation model, 
the isotropic part of the Reynolds stress is explicitly calculated and used in the material 
class momentum equation. 
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An advantage of the one-equation model was demonstrated through a computation of 
developed flow in a gas-solid riser similar to the situation in the riser of a fluid catalytic 
cracking unit in a petroleum refhery. By imposing a zero boundary condition on the 
turbulent kinetic energy at the wall of the riser (energy is dissipated through collisions 
with the wall) a gradient in the isotropic part of the Reynolds stress is set up which 
produces amigration of particles toward the walls. As shown in Figure 6, this produces 
solids holdup profiles similar to what is expected for developed riser flow. 
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Figure 5 - Radial solids profile from one-equation model simulation of gas-solid riser flow. 
For comparison, the constant eddy viscosity and constant Prandtl mixing length models 
cannot produce this solids segregation effect. 

It should be mentioned that steady profles like in Figure 5 were not always obtained. 
For smaller mixing lengths, the solids tended to slosh back and forth across the radius of 
the pipe. 

A final example calculation was shown in which a 2-dimensiod air-water bubble column 
was simulated to demonstrate the importance of turbulence modeling. The simulations 
correspond to a set of experiments performed by Chen and others from New Zealand. 
Chen's bubble column was constructed from two Plexiglas plates positioned in a parallel 
h h i o n  with a relatively smaU gap between them. The Plexiglas column was fiUed with 
water and air was sparged into the bottom through a simple distributor. Chen observed 
that the air tended to form a well defined Von Karman-like vortex street in the column. 
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Computer simulations using CFDLIB and a simple Prandtl mixing length model produced 
a similar vortex street as shown in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6 - Gas volume fraction fields fiom CFDLlB simulation of the 2-dimensional air- 
water bubble column experiments of Chen et. al. (1 989). The lighter areas are relatively 
gas-rich. Mixing length turbulence is required to obtain experimentally observed Von 
Karman vortex street. Added Mass affects solutions to a small degree by comparison. 

The choice of mixing length was also found to be critical for this problem. Using a too 
large a mixing length wipes out the vortex street by Over-dBhsing momentum. 

Simulation of Gas Jets in Molten Metal Baths - Jon Wolfe, Molten Metal 
Technology 

Two- and three-dimensional CFDLIB computations of gas jet spreading in a molten metal 
bath were discussed. Molten Metal Technology, Inc. (MMT) markets a hazardous 
waste disposal process which involves the jet injection of hazardous materials into a hot 
molten metal bath. As the hazardous materials contact the hot molten metal, they break 
down chemically to form a more benign substance. Unit performance is related to mixing 
and residence time distributions. In order to gain a better understanding of this 
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phenomena, MMT used CFDLIB to perform 2- and 3- dimensional simulations of gas jet 
spreading in a liquid pool. The effect of different momentum exchange models and 
Reynolds stress closures on simulated jet spreading were studied and compared to 
experimental data. It was found that CFDLIB results accurately match experimental data 
and other numerical results for jet spread in a liquid bath and that qualitative and some 
quantitative predictive capabilities are currently possible for MMT applications. 

Review of CFDLIB/Current Theory - Nely Padial, LANL (Attachment 5) 

Massively parallel supercomputers arrived on the scene several years ago and have the 
potential of substantially increasing the practical size and speed of large-scale 
computations. Massively parallel supercomputers work by dividing a given computation 
into parts and allocating each part to an individual processor. The processors perform the 
computations on their respective parts simultaneously, or in parallel, to arrive at the 
solution faster (hopefully) than is possible on a single processor computing the entire 
problem. Also, massively parallel supercomputers can have much larger memories than a 
single processor machine so larger problems can be attempted. 

One potential bottleneck to speed-up on a parallel computer is communication of data 
between processors. This is currently a very slow step relative to calculations and data 
manipulation that take place within a single processor. In fhct, it is quite possible to 
perform a computation that is actually slower on a parallel machine than it is on a 
comparable single processor because of communication bottlenecks. It is important, 
therefore that a user co&gure a parallel computation in such a way to minimize the ratio 
of inter-processor communication to intra-processor work. 

Since CFDLIB employed a multiblock structure wherein a given flow domain can be 
divided into separate, contiguous blocks, it was already in a form that is amenable to 
parallel computation. To parallelize a CFDLB Computation, different blocks or sets of 
blocks are allocated to different processors. Interprocessor communication is a natural 
extension of interblock communication that must occur in any multiblock computation. 
In order to port CFDLIB from the single processor environment for which it was 
originally written to a pardel processor environment some code modifications were 
necessary. Generally, those CFDLIB subroutines that performed calculations within a 
single block did not require modification. Driver routines that send work to the various 
blocks or processors had to be modified slightly. Subroutines that handle to interblock 
communication had to be rewritten completely. Additionally, CFDLIB had to be 
interfaced with interprocessor communication libraries. Currently, CFDLIB has been 
interfked with PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) a public domain libmy that can handle 
many types of architectures including a heterogeneous network of UNIX workstations. 
CFDLIB has also been i n t d c e d  with a specialized proprietary CRAY communication 
library called F- which has some advanced memory features. This work has been done 
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and CFDLIB has been run on a CRAY T3D massively parallel supercomputer as well as 
a networked cluster of IBM RISC 6000 workstations. 

The efficiency of the CFDLB parallel implementation is problem dependent. This was 
illustrated with two example computations. The first example was a 2-dimensional 
incompressible 2-fluid simulation of a gas-€iquid separator device provided by Amoco. 
The mesh in this problem was composed of 28 blocks with a variety of sizes and shapes 
including some high aspect ratio rectangles. The second example was a 2-dimensional 
compressible single fluid simulation of a Sedov blast wave. The mesh for this problem 
was composed of 100 identical square blocks. The parallel simulations for both problems 
were carried out on an CRAY T3D parallel computer using 2,4,8 and 16 processors and 
on an IBM RTSC 6000 workstation cluster using 2,4 and 8 processors. Both PVM and 
F' inter processor communication protocols were used on the CRAY T3D while only 
PVM was used on the IBM workstation cluster. Computational speed results were 
presented as the ratio of the parallel machine grind time (real wallclock time per cell per 
cycle) to the grind time for the same problem on a single vector processor of a CRAY- 
YMP. Note that the single CRAY-YMP processor is much faster that the IBM 
processor and the DEC alpha processors used in the CRAY T3D. The scaling was 
chosen to reflect that practical fact, given the availability of a CRAY-YMP single 
processor machine, the parallel computer and clusters would have to outperform the 
YMP to make them an attractive alternative. 

Several features emerged from the timing data. First, as expected, the F' protocol 
computation was generally faster than the PVM protocol on the CRAY T3D. For the 16 
processor calculation, the F' calculation was about 1.6 time faster than the PVM. 
A second observation was that good linear speed up was achieved fiom the blast wave 
problem. The grind time for the 16 processor calculation on the CRAY T3D using F' 
was only 20% of the YMP time. On the other hand, the speed-up for the separator 
problem was very poor. For 16 processors on the T3D using F-, the grind time was 2.5 
times that of the YMP. In other words, it was 2.5 time slower. These results are 
understandable as follows. The blast wave calculation is purely explicit while the 
incompressible separator problem was implicit requiring a meshwide solution of a 
Poisson problem for each pressure cycle. The Poisson pressure solution requires a great 
deal of interprocessor communication. Additionally, the heterogeneity of the mesh blocks 
and the rectangular shapes produced a couple of inefficiencies. First the processors 
dedicated to the small  blocks were probably idle for a significant amount of time waiting 
for the large block processors. Also the rectangular blocks produce a less than optimal 
ratio of communication to intra-block computation. 

A final example problem was a 3-dimensional incompressible baffle tank separator 
problem also contributed by Amoco. For this problem, the grind-time on the CRAY T3D 
using 64 processor was only 34% of the YMP grind time. The improved results for this 
problem over the separator problem were attributed to improved meshing and 
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improvements in the parallel CFDLlB implementation over what was used for the 2-d 
separator problem. 

Multiphase Flow at Procter & Gamble - Joseph Kitching, John McKibben, Procter 
& Gamble 

Application of CFDLIB to a proprietary gas solid flow problem was discussed. The 
flow domain is depicted schematically in Figure 7. 

Figure 7 - Procter & Gamble Proprietary Gas Solid How Problem 

As shown, a primary gas flow enters the device at the top and a solids stream is injected 
at a given angle from the side. A process objective is to produce a unlform concentration 
of solids at the outlet. Procter & Gamble will be using O L D  to study different 
strategies to achieve this objective. As a preliminary objective, O L D 3  was used to 
scope out the effects of a number of process parameters including gas and solids rates, 
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velocity ratios and solid’s injection angles. Both 2 and 3 dimensional calculations were 
performed. Some of the observations from these runs were: 

0 Particle size determines if separation occurs between the solids and their delivery 
streams. 
Injection angle controls the development of a recirculation region downstream of the 
injection point. 
Gas velocity ratios, particle size and injection angle affect the uniformity of the 
distribution of the solids. 

Procter & Gamble is planning a series of computer ru~ls to increase the current model’s 
complexity and verify its accuracy with physical measurement. The preliminary results 
indicate that CFDLB will become an important engineering tool to further optimize its 
manufacturing process. 

Multiphase Flow at Exxon - Bill Heard, Exxon Research & Engineering Company 

An overview of multiphase flow simulation research at Exxon Research and Engineering 
was given. The multiphase flow governing equations used by Exxon are those obtained 
by Drew of RPI. The method derivation employs a material selector and ensemble 
averaging quite similar to the multimaterial formalism used by LANL. 

Exxon is in the midst of constructing a general boundary-fitted coordinate system 
multiphase flow simulation code. The code will be used to analyze various problems 
associated with petroleum refining. 

The results of a recent Exxon lagangian simulation of a hydrofluoric (HF) acid cloud 
release was shown including the effects of water curtain scrubbing of the cloud. The 
calculation matched a recent HF release experiment. The simulation reflected the features 
observed in the experiment generally. It was found that the calculation was sensitive to 
drop size distribution. 

KIVA Combustion Simulation - Dan Butler, LANL 

An overview of the LANL T-3 KWA combustion flow simulation code program was 
given. The KIVA flow simulation codes are used around the world by auto manufacturers 
to simulate and study the flow, spray dynamics, turbulence dnd fuel combustion in 
internal combustion engine combustion chambers. KIVA flow codes have also been used 
to simulate water scrubbed convection towers, silicon dioxide condensation in high 
pressure oxidation chambers, automotive catalytic converters as well a numerous other 
applications. 
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The KIVA study of the case of the United Parcel System cavity piston engine was 
discussed. The engines were built and tested in the late 1970’s by U P S  as a potentially 
more fuel efficient engine for their truck fleet. Fleet testing showed that the engines 
suffered &om incomplete combustion. KNA was used to determine the cause. KlVA 
simulations clearly showed that the incomplete combustion was the result of fuel being 
cooled near the walls at the top of the cylinder. This story illustrated how computational 
fluid dynamics can be used to gain insight into complex situations even though the exact 
governing equations for the flows are not known. By using reasonable modeling 
assumptions the KWA simulations were able to provide information not directly or 
easily obtainable from experiment. The interaction of experiment and simulation is a 
paradigm which will exist well into the future. 

Even though the KWA code is relatively mature compared to a full multiphase flow 
simulation code like CFDLIB, Los Alamos maiutaius a strong collaborative arrangement 
with industrial users and other government laboratories. Numerous research topics have 
yet to be explored. It is hoped that the KNA experience can serve as a model for a 
potential reactive multiphase flow consortium or center of excellence. 

TelluridePagosa, Doug Kothe, LANL (Attachment 6) 

The LANL experience with the Pagosa high speed flow simulation code and the newer 
Telluride free surface flow code was discussed to illustrate Los Alamos capabilities in the 
area of high speed compressible flows, unstructured grids, parallelization and object- 
oriented-like programming methods. 

Los Alamos has experience with numerous parallel computing environments including the 
Thinking Machines CM-200 and CM-5, nCUBE2, Cray T3D, Intel Paragon as well as 
work station clusters. These machines cover the two principle parallel computing 
strategies, SIMD and MIMD. Pagosa, a high speed multiple material flow simulation 
code used extensively in weapons research was recently ported to the CM-5 for large- 
scale computations. As an example, the detailed Pagosa simulation of a missile intercept 
was shown. In this calculation, detail target and intercept missile components were 
resolved and all material interfaces were tracked through the collision. 

Building on the successes of the Pagosa code, a new state-of-the-art multimaterial 
interface tracking code called Telluride is under development at Los Alamos. This code 
employs many advanced features such as unstructured grids, user-fiiendly graphical 
intedhces and a highly modular, flexible and portable structure. The code is written in 
FORTRAN 90 and C++ and takes advantage of the object-oriented-like features of these 
languages. The code will be able to efficiently handle very inbicate mold geometries with 
fine detail. 
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Review of CFDLIBKurrent Theory - Bucky Kashiwa, LANL (Attachment 3) 

The final CFDLIB review session covered the chemical reaction package of O L D 3  and 
its new immersed boundaxybgrangian fluid capability. The O L I B  chemical reaction 
package is constructed to handle a comprehensive variety of chemical reactions and 
physical mass exchange processes such as evapomtion and condensation. The package 
uses a fully coupled implicit technique to provide robust integration of the mass and 
energy equations. This coupled approach avoids time-splitting errors. This implicit 
treatment allows one to integrate to equilibrium in one time-step ifnecessary. 

The physical-chemical reactions handled by the CFDLIB chemical reaction package are 
split into three broad classes. These classes are mass action law (Arrfienius gases, burning 
solids, catalysis), mass-saturation limited (adsorption, desorption, pyrolysis) and mass- 
thermal-saturation limited (evaporation, condensation). Included in the mass action law 
class are Langmuir-Hinshelwood kinetics. 

A new immersed boundary technique is implemented in CFDLIB which allows a user to 
input an unresolved moving surface into a given flow. The surface is represented by a 
collection of lagrangian points which can exchange momentum with the fluids. The 
particles can be used to simulate an impeller, for example or a stationary distributor plate. 
The Lagrangian numerical method used to compute the immersed particles has many 
features in common with the FLIP scheme of Brackbill and Ruppel. 

Multiphase Reynoids Stress Transport Modeling - Brian VanderHeyden, LANL 
(Attachment 7) 

Some of the current LANL efforts toward improved closure of the turbulent multiphase 
Reynolds stress tern in the momentum conservation equation were reviewed. The 
approach is to develop an exact transport equation for the multiphase Reynolds stress 
using the moment transport equation from our multimaterial formalism. Several of the 
terms produced by this operation have direct analogs to terms in the single-phase 
Reynolds stress transport equation such as mean-flow gradient production, diffusion, 
pressure strain, compressibility production and dissipation. Additional terms appear that 
have no single-phase analog. These terms represent production due slip between material 
classes, direct tirbulent energy exchange, turbulent energy exchange due to mass exchange 
and collision effects. The modeling strategy will be to use as much of single-phase theory 
as possible to model the single-phase-like terms and to focus on the proper handling of 
the purely multiphase terms. The resulting fully closed Reynolds stress equation will be 
inverted to find the multiphase analog of the Boussinesq closure. 
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Spectral Models, Symmetry and Engineering Turbulence Closures - Tim Clark, 
LANL (Attachment 8) 

A brief review of spectral theory, symmetry and engineering closures in turbulence and 
current LANL research efforts in this area was provided. The starting point for spectral 
theoretical work is the two-point generalization of the Reynolds stress tensor. The two- 
point generalization is the ensemble average of the outer product of fluid fluctuating 
velocities at two distinct points in space. A governing transport equation is derived for 
the two-point Reynolds stress tensor and is then Fourier transformed with respect to the 
relative position vector. Mer integrating the resulting equation over wave-number space, 
one obtains a spectral model related to the “single-point,, engineering models. 
Advantages of this equation are that no dissipation or length scale models are needed 
Also one-may compute %on-equilibrium,, turbulence with the resulting equation. 

Jinposition of symmetry and invariance properties of the Navier-Stokes equations 
produces solutions for the turbulent energy spectrum. These solutions agree with the 
results from the engineering k-E turbulence models. The long-time solutions approach a 
classical spectrum with a peak energy at an intermediate wave number. 

Using the spectral theory and equations, it can be shown that single-point engineering 
closures can be rigorously correct in the limit of spectral self-similarity. It can also be 
shown using the spectral theory equations and the symmetry and invariance properties of 
the Navier-Stokes equations that turbulence anisotropy can persist indefinitely in a 
homogeneous decaying anisotropic turbulence. This is not properly predicted by 
engineering closures, however, and reminds us not to expect too much fkom them. 

Engineering closures can be constructed from spectral closures by determining the 
appropriate similarity group for the problem class, determining the self-similar form of 
the spectra, substituting the self similar spectra into the spectral model equations and 
taking appropriate k-space moments. As an example, a k-E deviatoric stress model was 
derived for homogeneous mean-flow. 

Present LANL research on spectral theory is focused on incorporating the effects of 
swirl. This adds an additional level of complexity to the modeling and direct numerical 
simulations. Also, multiscale or “reduced spectral,, models are being pursued for use in 
large computer codes. 

Applications of Group Theory to Turbulence Modeling - Brian Volintine, DOE 
Office of Industrial Technologies 

Another approach to the turbulence closure problem involves the application of group 
theory. In many difficult problems in physics, one may obtain approximate solutions by 
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expanding the solution in terms of an infinite power series in a small physical parameter. 
Inserting this series into the governing equations generates a hierarchy of simpler 
problems that can be solved in sequence. The solution to the original problem is then 
obtained from the series expansion. One usually only computes the first few terms in 
the series and argues that the remaining terms are negligible. This yields an approximate 
solution to the original problem. 

Something akin to a series solution can be genemted for the turbulence closure problem. 
The Reynolds stress, the product of two fluctuating velocity components first appears in 
the average momentum conservation equation as an unclosed term. One can in turn 
generate a conservation equation for the Reynolds stress which will include unclosed 
terms involving the triple velocity correlations. One can proceed further to a transport 
equation for the triple correlation which will contain unclosed fourth order correlations. 
The process can be continued indefinitely. Unlike the power series solution method 
described above, the higher order correlations do not become negligible compared to their 
lower order counterparts in this case so one.cannot simply neglect these terms to get a 
valid approximate solution to the problem. 

A similar problem was encountered in fundamental particle physics. A solution to this 
problem was constructed called renormalization group methods. The renonnalization 
group methods have been applied to the turbulence closure problem with some success in 
single phase flow. Attempts have also been made in the area of turbulent 
magnetohydrodynamics where, unfortunately, success was not achieved. Nevertheless, 
the renormalization group method might be successfully applied to the problem of 
turbulence in multiphase flows to bring new insights into such things as the multiphase 
analog of the h d t l  mixing length. 

Potential Mechanisms for CollaboratiodOiI and Gas Partnership - Bob Hanold, 
LANL 

Los Alamos has been involved in a successful labhdustry partnership for research with 
the oil and gas production industry. This partnership includes the DOE multiprogram 
national laboratories and many oil and service companies. Some of the research being 
conducted deals with state-of-the-art processing of seismic data important to oil and gas 
exploration. 

In the Oil and Gas Partnership, projects are proposed by laboratory and industrial 
partners. The proposals are reviewed and scored by an industry board. The board 
recommendations are then sent to the DOE which considers this input in their funding 
decisions. The DOE has consistently followed the recommendations of the industry 
board. 
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Funding and project administration can be tailored to the requirements of the industrial 
partner(s) in each project. Usually cost-sharing from the industrial partners involves 
some form of in-kind contributions such as the sharing of data, equipment or personnel 
time. Administrative arrangements can range fiom informal agreements to formal co- 
operative research and development agreements wherein many details of the collaboration 
are spelled out in a legal contract. 

Total DOE funding for the Oil and Gas Partnership has grown to over $30 million per 
year recently. This very successful partnership can serve as a model for a consortium on 
reactive multiphase flow simulation. 

Review of 1st Industrial Energy Efficiency Symposium and Expo - Ed Joyce, LANL 
(Attachment 9) 

The 1 st Industrial Energy Efficiency Symposium and Expo held in Washington D.C. on 
May 1-3,1995 was reviewed. The meeting was an open symposium involving groups 
from private industry, federal laboratories and agencies and the academic community. 
The meeting highllghted the DOE Office of Industrial Technologies “Industries of the 
Future,, program which covers the chemicals, petroleum refining, forest products, glass, 
aluminum, metal casting and steel industries. 

The proposed structure for future national laboratory/industry collaborations under the 
“Industries of the Future,, program would involve the formation of ‘Virtual Laboratories,, 
and Centers of Excellence. The ‘Virtual Laboratories,, would be effective laboratories 
constructed from complimentary groups from the various actual ~ t i o n a l  laboratories. 
Centers of Excellence could be virtual or real and would incorporate the best talent or 
laboratory group for a particular research mission. The research would be controlled by a 
coordinating council with all laboratories represented. Working groups would be 
established for all stated industry needs would be established and would be governed by 
laboratory and industry peer review. 

Center for Materials Process Modeling - Richard Lesar, LANL 

A brief description of the Los Alamos Center for Materials Process Modeling was 
presented as another example of how collaborative efforts can be structured. The 
Center’s theme has been on tying research on materials process modeling across 
descriptive length scales from atoms (quantum mechanical and molecular modeling), 
through unit operations (computational fluid dynamics), process and plant modeling 
(control and optimization) to large Scale enterprise and economic modeling. It is hoped 
that such a unified approach will bring forth useful synergies. Currently, the focus of the 
Center has been on the steel industry but the Center is expanding to include the concerns 
and needs of the chemical industry. 
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A View from Washington - Dan Wiley, DOE Office of Industrial Technologies 
(Attachment 10) 

The Department of Energy is experiencing a tremendous state of flu cunently. 
Pressures arising from the federal budget deficit and the objectives of the new congress are 
driving substantial reorganization and re-evaluation of the mission of the DOE. 
Downsizing of the department is going to occur. Some in congress have even proposed 
eliminating DOE and moving its core functions to other cabinet agencies. 

While these changes are occuring, US industry is also undergoing tremendous change. 
Increased foreign competition and stockholder pressure to cut costs has prompted many 
companies to si@cantly scale back or even eliminate entire segments of their research 
infiatnrcture. Many CEO’s now look to the federal government to carry on the longer 
tern basic and applied research that the companies cafl no longer afford due to short-term 
profit pressures but will need for the technologies of tomorrow (see “A Moment of Truth 
for America,, in Attachment 10). 

While it is difficult to forecast how the DOE will respond to the needs of industry and 
the budgetary pressures, some new trends are emerging. To avoid the pitfalls associated 
with “Industrial Policy,, federal research in the future will have to cut across many 
industry segments such as petrochemical, steel, aluminm glass, etc. In addition, to 
avoid the costs associated with unnecessary duplication of effort, federal labs and 
universities will have to work more cooperatively. 

Tank Flow Simulation - Bert Harvey, Dow Chemical Company 

A movie made fiom a 3-dimensional simulation of a stirred tank reactor was shown. The 
computation of the three-dimensional flow in a baffled tank stitred by a rotating 45 degree 
pitch-blade impeller was done using a combination of rotating and stationary grid zones. 
Adjacent grid zone are patched together using an overlapping technique. Grid speed 
terms are included in the generalized coordinate transformation to account for the motion 
of the grid. 

The simulation was performed using a modified version of the INS3D incompressible 
Navier-Stokes solver developed at NASA-Ames Research Center by Stuart Rogers. The 
solver uses the m c i a l  compressibility method of coupling the pressure and velocity 
fields instead of solving a pressure Poisson equation as done in CFDLIB. 

In an incompressible flow, the pressure does not appear explicitly in the continuity 
equation even though the pressure field has a direct influence on the divergence of the 
velocity field. The artificial compressibility method involves adding a pseudo-time 
derivative in pressure to the continuity equation. A pseudocompressibility parameter 
is then used to adjust the magnitude of pressure disturbances which are made to 
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propagate at a finite speed throughout the flow field. The solution procedure involves 
driving the pseudo-time pressure derivative to zero, thus satisfying continuity. 

Some thoughts on a potential CFD consortium - Tyler Thompson, Dow Chemical 
Company (Attachment 11) 

Some thoughts on a potential governmenthdustrylacademia consortium on 
computational fluid dynamics research for the Chemical Process Industries (CPI) were 
presented. The premise of the discussion was that today’s tools are inadequate for the 
needs of the CPI. Needs include vastly improved simulation capabilities in the areas of 
turbulent reacting flows, multiphase flows and polymer melts and solutions with time 
dependent 3-dimensional character, free surfaces and non-Newtonian constitutive laws. 
The inadequacy of today’s tools stems from the history of the market, legacy code 
architectures, slow implementation of advances and the lack of progress in the 
implementation of the high promises of parallelization. 

To address and overcome these problems, a government industry consortium is proposed 
since no single company or industry group can justify the longer term research to attack 
this problem. The proposed consortium would be governed tightly by an industry board 
which would dispense government research money to “subcontTactorsYy according to the 
perceived needs. The “subcontractors” would include federal laboratories, academic 
groups and private companies such as commercial s o h a r e  vendors who could ensure the 
user-friendliness, service and support of the products of the consortium. 

Some prior thought would have to be given to the conflicting manner in which industry 
and government allocates research money. Industry typically allocates solely on the basis 
of performance and economic need due ultimately to stockholder pressure. Government, 
on the other hand, often allocates money not only on the basis of performance and 
economic need but also on the basis of “fairness” which can result in lower efficiency. In 
order to maximize the return on the research fbnding, the industry model of allocation 
should be used. 

BrainstormDiscussion - ConsortiumKenter of Excellence - Wrap-up - Brian 
VanderHeyden, LANL (Attachment 12) 

To close the workshop, a brainstorming session was held to develop a consensus on the 
perceived needs that a reactive multiphase flow simulation consortium or center of 
excellence should address in the areas of theory, experiment, numerical methods and 
generic simulations. Also consensus on the structure of the potential consortium/center 
of excellence was sought. In addition, a sample letter of endorsement was distributed to 
the participants. Using the sample letter as a guide the participants were asked to send 
LANL a letter stating their support of for the idea of a consortium on reactive multiphase 
flow simulation. Finally, the participants were given a feedback form. 
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The following summarizes the needs identified by the industrial participants during the 
brainstorming session. 

On the issue of theoretical needs the effects of turbulent mixing on reaction rates, 
turbulent grain diffusion, multiphase turbulence, dispersiodcoalescence processes, 
nucleation processes and exchange correlations for packed and fluidized beds were all seen 
as fruitful areas of research. 

On the issue of experimental needs it was agreed that coupling of simulation and 
experiment is crucial. It was felt that providing experimental data is one potential mode 
of industrial partner contributions to a consortium. It was also felt that focused non- 
propriew fundamental experiments could be designed which would provide information 
needed to close modeled terms in the governing equations. 

On the issue of numerical methods needs it was felt that some current highly specialized 
academic research could be redirected to help realize the promise of parallehtion. It 
was also pointed out that improved numerical methods such as multigrid techniques 
rather than parallelization may proved to be a him route to much needed speed-up of 
multiphase flow simulation codes. State-of-the-art reviews were also offered as a useful 
product of a consortium. 

On the issue of centering a consortium on one or two generic, non-proprietary simulations 
along the lines of a multiphase flow simulation grand challenge, the group was somewhat 
split. Some felt the focus should be solely on fluidized gas-solid flows while others felt 
stirred tanks and packed beds should be the focus. Thermal ethylene cracking units were 
offered as a widespread and economically very important process in which turbulent 
mixing and chemical reaction plays an important role. Some felt that the focus of the 
consortium should be kept quite general. 

On the potential structure of a consortium or center of excellence whose mission would be 
to substantially improve the state-of-the-art, all seemed to agree that it should be 
comprehensive and include federal labs and agencies, industrial partners, academic 
researchers and commercial software vendors. It was also felt that ‘tirtual,, centers can 
be in effective ifthe governing board or director is not given suf6icient power. 

At the close of the meeting it was decided that the next step be the issuing of a white 
paper on the formation of a consortium based on the ideas put forward at the workshop. 
Several volunteered to help with the white paper. The white paper would be used to 
explain the mission and structure of a consortium and to lobby the government for 
funding. 

Brian VanderHeyden - June, 1995 
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WORKSHOP AGENDA - DAY 1, MAY 18,1995 

8~30-9: 10 

9: 10-9:30 

9:30-10:00 
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“Spectral Models, Symmetry and Engineering Turbulence 
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I Very Broad-Brush Overview 

0 A Multimaterial Formalism. 

0 Mean-Flow Conservation Equations. 

0 Frames of Reference. 

0 Numerical Solutions. 

0 P hysical-Chemical Kinetics. 

0 The “Immersed Boundary” Method. 



1 What we mean by A Multimaterial Formalism. I 

0 A general method for developing averaged conser- 
vat ion equations for multiple materials, any o n e 
of which may be at a point, at a given instant. 

0 Definition of a “material” is up to the analyst. 

0 Requires knowledge of a continuum law for the 
dynamics at any point. This means that one 
has already averaged over individual molecules, 
at an “ordinary” point. 

0 This is a procedure by which the most likely state 
at a point, as well as which material is most 
likely to be found at a point, are determined 
simult aneously. 

0 Closure modeling is still up to the analyst; the 
exact equations, like laboratory experiments, 
help guide the modeling pro cess. 



How it works for a single material. 

0 Define the probability distribution function: 

0 Write down its total change: 

- Df af - af + uo Of + ro - at ar0 Dt  

0 Define the general moment: 

0 This yields a moment generating equation: 



Define moments of interest: 

P = ( P o )  7 PU = (POUO) 1) and pe = (Poeo) 

0 Use the continuum law for pure material: 

P o i 0  = -pov UO 

0 Turn the crank: 

P 
PU + V  

, pe . 
0 

-pv u - (pov u;> 

A 3 a 7  



Extension to multiple materials. 

0 Extend the phase space of f: 

0 Define moments of interest: 

0 Turn the crank: 

+ V *  

r 1 



I 

0 Use the continuum law for pure material: 

P O U O  = - v p o  + v To + pog 

P o i 0  = -PoV* uo + (To : €*)/2 - v .  q o  

e Consider the pressure acceleration term: 

(QkPOUO) = - ( a k v p o )  

0 In which the equilibration pressure satisfies: 

and we identify 

as the volume fraction, in the equlibrium case. 



Summary of Exact) Averaged, Equations. 

d p k  - + V p k u k  at k mass accumulation 

= ( P O & )  k mass conversion 

d 
- p k U k  + V p k u k u k  at k momentum accumulation 

= ( p o u o d i k )  k momentum conversion 

- V *  ( a k p o u k u k )  Reynolds stress 

-6kVp equilibration pressure 

+ p k g  body force 

-V@k(P: - p )  nonequilibrium pressure 

+V ( a k ~ o )  average stress 

+ (bbI - 701 Vak)  momentum exchange 



k energy accumulation 

k energy conversion 

-V ( a k p o e o u k )  fluctuational transport 

- ( a k p 0 V  U O )  multiphase work 

+ ( a k ~ o  : E O )  /2 average dissipation 

-V ( a k q o )  average conduction 

+ ( 9 0  Vak)  energy exchange 



I 

Frames of Reference. 

a 

0 

Consider Leibnitz’ Rule relative to material k :  

And again relative to the mesh: 

a Now subtract: 

a A “Lagrangian” scheme comes from letting 

and using the kinematic rule 

to establish the location of material k .  



Highlights of the CFDLIB method. 

0 Finite-Volume scheme. 

a Stat e vector cell-cent ered. 

0 Coupling accomplished with space-centered, time- 
advanced fluxes of volume and momentum. 

0 Implicit in pressure acceleration, like the ICE 
method; extension is to cell-centered variables. 

0 Implicit in exchange terms. 



0 Consider Classical MAC, with p = const.: 
N 

u = un - AtVf unun 

0 Restate by eliminating u n+l. 

Vc (U - AtVfp) = 0 

0 Solve for p: 

1 N 

P = E ( V ,  vf)-lv, u 
n+l. 0 Backsubstitute for u . 

un+l = un - AtVf unun - AtVfp 
0 or equivalently: 

un+l- n - u  

- AtVf ' unun 

+ AtVf(Vc Vf)-'V, Vf unun 

- W V c  vf)-lvc un 



0 The cell-centered scheme has a similar flavor: 

U* = (u") - AtVfp 

u"" = U" - Atv, (u") U* - AtVfp 

v, u* = 0 

0 We eliminate u* and solve for p :  

1 
At p = -(V, vf)-Ivc (u") 

e Then backsubstitute for u "+I . 

unS1 = U" - AtV, (u") u * - AtVC (P) 
e Which is equivalent to: 

- AtV, (u") (u") 

+ AtV, (u") Vf(V, Vf)-'VC (u") 

- vc (<oca vf)-Ivc (u")) 

e The reason this works is that the solenoidal 
velocity u* is recognized as the flux of volume, 
and used accordingly. 

43.1: 



Physical-Chemical Kinetics. 

0 Our goal is to account for phase change, heat 
exchange, and chemical-reactions in a fully 
coupled, implicit fashion. 

0 This yields the most robust integration, free of 
time-splitting errors connected with separation 
of these effects. 

One challenge is in handling the nonlinearities, 
in a way that guarantees physically-realizable 
(unique, equilibrium) solutions. 

0 Another challenge is to keep the accounting 
straight for energy conservation. 



0 Physical-Chemical reaction kinetic equations can 
be classified into three distinct functional forms: 

(1) Mass Action Law (Arrhenius gas, burning 
solid, catalysis): 

(2) Mass-Saturation Limited (adsorption, des- 
orption, pyrolysis): 

(3) Mass-Thermal-Saturation Limited (evapo- 
ration, condensation): 

0 Typically only a subset of reactions are stoi- 
chiometrically independent. Accordingly, only 
a subset of species can undergo independent 
changes in concentration. 



The abbreviated energy equations are: 

I . 
m k  

- # J Z :  - 

0 Ramshaw and Chang devised a method for a single, 
gas-phase reaction mechanism that yields a 
time-accurate solution for small At, and the 
equlibrium solution for large At (J. Comput. 
Phys., 116, 359-364, 1995). 

0 We have devised a scheme with the same prop- 
erties. Results from a constant-volume, time- 

, dependent, decompostion of water vapor follow. 



Water Vapor Decompostion 
Q 

3200 

3000 

9 
U 

c 

2800 

2600 

H + 0, C--> OH + 0 
H, + 0 C--> OH + H 
H,O + 0 <--> 20H 
H, + OH C--> H,O + H 
H + H + H,O <--> H, + H,O 
H + 0 + H,O C--> OH + H,O 
H + OH + H,O C--> H20 + H,O 
0 + 0 + H20 C--> 0, + H,O 

A--- dt = 1 .e-4 

t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
0.0001 0 0.00020 0.00030 0.00000 

t (SI 



“Immersed Boundary Method” 

0 Introduced by Peskin for blood flow in the human 
heart, (J. Comput. Phys., 25, 220-252, 1977). 

0 Extended to suspension flow by Sulsky and Brack- 
bill, (J. Comput. Phys. 96, 339-368, 1991). 

0 Currently being generalized for multiphase flow 
problems in CFDLIB. 

0 Uses many elements of the FLIP scheme made 
popular by Brackbill and Ruppel, (J. Comput. 
Phys. 6 5 ,  314-343, 1986). 



0 The state vector is marched forward in time, in 
the Lagrangian frame relative to a finite mass 
of mat eri a1 . 

0 An underlying mesh of control volumes is used 
to assist in computing the changes along the 
L agr angi an t r a j ect ories . 

0 For example, consider the single-field incompress- 
ible case, for which the state vector is: 



e The state vector advances according to: 

n m;+l = mp 

L n  n+l = x; + at u, scp xP 
C 

C 

e Here C ( )cSrp represents a bilinear interpolation 
of data from mesh coordinates centered at x,, 
in volume Vc, to the point xg. 

e The velocity in the mesh coordinate frame is 
defined: 

At 
IC 

u: = u; - - (vp)c + a tg  

A 3 . 1 %  



0 The “initial condition” is given by: 

and 

n n  m u Sn c, P P. P C  

c p  m;s;c 
expected momentum 

expected mass 

expected mass 
expected volume 

0 In this, ( >,S,”, represents the transfer of data 
P 

from pGnts xp  to mesh coordinates xc. As in 
the classical FLIP scheme, we use SFC = Sc“p‘ 

0 Results from the “Broken Dam Problem” follow. 
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Review of CFDLIB / Current 
Theory 

a tnergy 
Conservation 

0 Pressure Force 
Models 

0 Turbulence Models 
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Temperature Equation 

%(h* - h,) t 
V 

-v (ol,Poeou:) 

-pv 0 (a,uL) t 

1 
-(a,t+o 2 E,)) -I- 

-v ( a , s o )  +- 

(90 @vas) 

enthalpy exchange 

compres sib1 e work 

fluctuational transport 

fluctuational work 

11 II 11 

average viscous dissipation 

molecular conduction 

energy exchange 
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Class Energy Equation 

0 For simplicity, drop fluctuation, conduction and 

0 Assume calorically perfect materials 
dissipation terms 

rxnek 



Pressure Force Models 
Expected Pressure Acceleration : 

-( V a k p b )  

+ ( p b v a k )  

Decompose pressure deviations : 

Then 

-"( a k p b v )  

mean pressure force 

conservative force 

exchange force 

strearning force, close packing force 

exchange due to surface pressure deviations 

P 
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One-Equation Model Calculation of Developed Gas- 
Solid Riser Flow 

100 micron particles; 1,2 cm turbulent length scales 

0.25 

0.2 

0.15 

0.1 

0.05 

0 

-e--- Solid-Volume-Fraction 

OneConstant Turbulence Model Calculatlon of Gas-Solld Riser Flow 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
Radius,cm 



One-Equation Model Calculation of Develped Gas-Solid 
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CFD LIB and Parallel Computation 

1 = Parallel Problems 

2= a. Massive Parallel 
b. Virtual Machines 

3= Terminology: Config 

Processing 

1 ratio r 
- _  

Host 
Task 
Spawn a task 
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Efficiency. 

1 - Computation in each processor. 

2- Communication among processors or hosts: 

a- P V M  (UNCOL) 

c- Cray High Speed Data Transfer (SHMEM, F.-) 

b- M P I  



Parallelization of CFD LIB: 

1 = Apportioning the work: 

a. PE = 0 : I/O; Calculations common to all blocks. 
b. PE > 0 : iblk = mytask,nblks,nupro 

Example: 15 blocks, 4 tasks (0,1,2,3) 

PEI  with iblk = 1 ,I 5,3 (1,4,7,10,13) 
PE2 with iblk = 2,15,3 (2,5,8,11 ,I 4) 
PE3 with iblk = 3,15,3 (3,6,9,12,15) 



2. Rewriting the subroutines: 
a. Routines dealing with calculations in each block need 

not to be changed (LIBSRC). 

b. Drivers that send work to the various processors had 
to be changed a little. 

c. Communication routines were rewritten. 
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100 Blocks Blast Wave 

Pressure Contour 
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7 40 

anddo. 
ism = is 
iblk nbc(l.ib.iblk) _ ~ .  . 

3bpp = (jblkLl)/nupro + 1 
ntask 
msutau = iblk + 1 0 - jblk - ( ~ ~ - 1 ) * n u p r o  - mcmad 

O*ib + 400000*jdmx + Mdd 
if' (6-task .ne. ntask) then 
call snLrealjnsg (ntask,msgtag,wsen(l,ib, ibpp),2O0) 

jb 
do is = 1,iam 
enddo 

else . .  - nbc (2, ib, iblk) - 
W X e  (i8, jbr jbpp) W 8 8 1 1 ( i S t  ib, ibpp) 

endif 
endif 

20 continue 
40 continue 

.eq.5) 

endif 
iblk - nbc(l,jb,jblk) 
ibpp = (iblk-1) /nu'pro + 1 
itask - iblk - (ibpp-l)*nu ro - mcmad 
msgtag - iblk + 100000*nbc(~,jb,jblk) + 400000*jdmx 
if (my-task .ne. itask) 
call rcv-rgaljasg, (itsok,mrgtag,wtoc(~, jb,jbpp) 8 2 0 0 )  

& + 'nadd 
& 

then 
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e 

e 

e 

e 

Cooperative effort of many individual processors, each working on its own 
portion of the problem in parallel with the others 

Results are communicated between processors when necessary 

Two principal parallel computing strategies: 

- Data Parallel (SIMD): processors perform their operations in lockstep under the 
control of a master processor 
Explicit Message Passing (SPMD, MIMD) : processors operate independently 
using potentially different instructions, with work coordinated via explicit message 
passing of messages 

- 

Data parallel machines: CM-200, CM-5 

Message passing machines: nCUBE2, Cray T3D, Paragon, clusters 

Hybrid machines: CM-5 

Fluid Dynamics Group T-3 Los Alamos 
Page 2 of 28 WI95 



0 

I 

0 

I 

I 

Benefits of the data parallel approach: 
High potential concurrency (proportional to quantity of data) 
Potential for high performance 
Easy to construct data parallel applications 
Data layout is performed by compiler 
High-level language support 
Compiler-determined machine-usage decisions 

Benefits of the message passing approach: 
More portable code 
Enables communicaton of data between any 2 processors 
More suitable for complex geometries using unstructured data 
Allows explicit control over data and task partitioning 
Allows explicit control over communication and sychronization 
Better performance? 

Fluid Dynamics Group T-3 Los Alamos 
Pago 3 of 28 MD.5 



1 TELLURIDE: A MODERN CASTING SIMULATION TOOL 

High-Peflormance: designed to meet the TFlop/TB yte requirements necessary for 
reliable modeling of fine-scale microstructural features 
Leveraged built upon successful framework established by our recent DOE/DP 
simulation tools (PAGOSA) 
High-Fidelity : incorporates state-of-the-art high-resolution finite-volume 
algorithms 
Realistic: integrates all relevant processes of fluid flow, heat flow, solidification, 
species diffusion, and interface dynamics in complex 3-D mold/part geometries 
Flexible, Portable, and Modular: adapts to the changing needs of users, executes 
on high-performance computing platforms, and is designed with reusable software 
User-Friendly : housed inside a modern graphical user interface 
Object-Oriented built with high-level language (F90, C++) constructs 
Accountable: will be validated with Industry and National Lab data 
An integral component of LAMMP 

4 Fluid Dynamics Group T-3 Los Alamos 
;1 
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1 FUNCTIONAL ADVANCES IN CASTING SIMULATION WITH TELLURIDE 

Address effects of mold filling with greater fidelity 

Faithful representation of complex moldfpart geometries via unstructured grids 
Accurate models for interface kinematics and dynamics enable better prediction of 
post-fill temperature, velocity, and porosity distribution 

- 

Address fine-scale microstructural effects of solidification and melt convection 
with high-resolution simulations and improved physical models 

- 
- 
- 

Resolved casting simulations: TFlopfTByte requirements! 
Parallel algorithms for modern MPP platforms are required 
High resolution enables better prediction of gate/riser location, mold boundary 
heat transfer, part shrinkage, residual stresses 
High resolution enables improved models for solidification growth and 
propagation, solute redistribution, melt convection 

- 

Ib Fluid Dynamics Group T-3 Los Alamos 
6- 
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MOTIVATION AND RATIONALE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW 
CASTING SIMULATION TOOL 

Resolved casting simulations demand high performance computing 

Opportunity to incorporate more detailed microstructural models 

LANL expertise in development and application of high resolution numerical 
methods provides a sound basis: 

3-D conformal and unstructured meshing of complex geometries 
Robust and accurate hydrodynamic algorithms 
High order schemes for material movement 
Accurate and reliable methods for tracking fluid interfaces and solidification 
fronts 
Robust and efficient linear equation solvers 
Physically-based models for surface tension, phase change, solidification, etc. 
Parallel algorithm development 
Microstructural theory model development 
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INFLUENCE OF MELT CONVECTION ON MICROSTRUCTURE 

- 

0 

0 

Melt convection patterns (fluid flow) result in large scale solute transport 

Potentially large microstructural impact 

0 

- 
- Acceleration of columnar-to-equiaxed transition 
- Dendrite fragmentation, clustering, and collision 
- Reduction of solute boundary layer 

- Frequently promotes fine-scale microstructure 

Compositional differences over the entire casting (rnacrosegregation) 

Recently received considerable attention, but remains poorly understood 

Numerical modeling of melt convection is in need of improvement 

- Collaborating with academia on a promising volume-averaged multi-field model 

Fluid Dynamics Group T-3 Los Alamos 
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;\ TELLURIDE: Physical Model 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

Hydrodynamics 

Interface kinematics: volume tracking 

Interface dynamics: surface tension, phase change 

Momentum diffusion 

Thermal transport 

Solidification model 

Species (solute) diffusion 

Strength model 

Geometry: generalized unstructured hexahedra 

Portable to all modern computing platforms 

MP paradigm: explicit message passing 

4 
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TELLURIDE: Hydrodynamic Algorithm I 

Solve Navier-Stokes equations with an approximate projection method 

- 
- 

Introduced by J. Bell (LLNL) 
Refined recently by W. Rider (LANL) 

Godunov-like upwind advection scheme 

Control volume method, with all fluid variables collocated at cell centers 

Computational domain: generalized unstructured hexahedra 

Second order accuracy in time and space 

Linear equation solvers: Krylov-subspace schemes (PCG, GMRES, TFQMR) 

Written from scratch in F90 (selected algorithms being explored in C++) 

Build upon framework proven successful in RIPPLE and PAGOSA 

.a 
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F90 OFFERS MANY NEW FEATURES THAT ARE WELL-SUITED FOR 
HIGH-PERFORMANCE SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING 

e 

e 

0 

e 

0 

e 

e 

e 

e 

F77 is a subset 
New free source form 
Array processing 
Important for vector and parallel computers 
Enables concise constructs 

A multitude of new intrinsic functions that act on whole arrays 
Derived types, modules, and generic functions (operator overloading) 
Enables data abstraction, language extension, and many of the features required 
for object-oriented programming 

Pointers and dynamic data structures 
Parameterized data types 

Recursion, numerical inquiry and manipulation functions 
Consult URL http:l/lenti.med. umaedul-mwdlj90-faq. html for F90 info 

Solves the portability problems inherent in F77 

Fluid Dynamics Group T-3 Los Alamos 
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F90 DERIVED TYPES: A POWERFUL TOOL FOR ENCAPSULATING 
RELATED DATA 

- 

MODULE MESH-MODULE 

use base-module 

type MESH-CONNECTIVITY - ... Cell vertex numbers; cell and 
C face number across each face 

integer (kind = INT-TYPE), dimension(nfc) :: Ngbr-cell 
integer (kind = INT-TYPE), dimension(nfc) :: Ngbr-face 
integer (kind = INT-TYPE), dimension(nvc) :: Ngbr-vrtx 

... Face numbers assodated with each sweep direction 
integer (kind = INT-TYPE), dimension(ndim) :: Face-dir 

... Cell PE number, neighboring cell PE number across each face 
integer (kind = INT-TYPE) :: Pe 
integer (kind = INT-TYPE), dimension(nfc) :: N g b r m  

integer (kind = INT-TYPE), dimension(nfc) :: Bc-vel ! velocity 
integer (kind = INT-TYPE), dimension(nfc) :: Bcgrs ! pressure 
integer (kind = INT-TYPE), dimension(nfc) :: Bc-temp ! temp 

end type MESH-CONNECTIVITY 

end module mesh-module 

- 
c 

C ... BC at each face 

MODULE MAX-MODULE 

use base-module 

type MATERIAL 

C ... Conductivity 
real (kind = REAL-TYPE) :: K 

real (kind = REAL-TYPE) :: Cp 

end type MATERIAL 

end module rnatl-rnodule 

C ... Constant pressure specific heat 

... Material identifier 
integer (kind = INT-TYPE) :: Id t ... Volume fraction 
real (kind = REAL-TYPE) :: Vof 

... Density 
real (kind = REAL-TYPE) :: Rho t ... Enthalpy 
real (kind = REAL-TYPE) :: Enthalpy 

New physical models: add new attributes to previously defined modules 
Only module files change with new physics: rest of source is untouched 
Module size and content: determined dynamically at runtime 
Similar to C structures and C++ classes 

3 b  

w 
c - 
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TELLURIDE F90 EXAMPLE: COMPUTE CELL VOLUMES 

- 

SUBROUTINE CELL-VOLUME (Cell, Mesh, Vertex) 

use geom-module 
use mesh-module 
use vertex-module 

implicit none 

#include "parameter.h" 
#include "constants.h" 

type (MESH-CONNECTIVITY), dimension(ncells), intent (IN) :: Mesh 
type (VERTEX-DATA), dimension(nnodes), intent (IN) :: Vertex 
type (CELL-QEOMETRY), dimenslon(ncells), intent (OUT) :: Cell 

Integer (kind - INT-TYPE) 1, vl, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6 
real (kind = REAL-TYPE), dimenslon (nvc,ncells) :: Xn, Yn, Zn 
real (kind = REAL-TYPE), dimension (ncells) :: X1, YI,Zl ,  

& x2, Y2,22, x3, Y3,23 

c 
c 

... Qather node coonlinates into 
local temporaries Xn, Yn, and Zn 

call v2c-real-v-all (Xn, Vertex%X, Mesh) 
call v2c-real-v-all (Yn, Verlex%Y, Mesh) 
call v2c-real-v-ail (Zn, Vertex%Z, Mesh) 

c ... Loop over faces, accumulating the cell volume 

do f P 1 ,nfc 
select case (9 

v l  Q 8  
v2 -4  
v3 -7  
~ 4 1 8  
v5=3 
~ 6 ~ 4  

case (1) I Side 1 (vertices 4-8-7-3) 

. (other sides) 

end select 

XI  - Xn(v1,:) + Xn(v2,:) 
Y1 E Yn(v1,:) + Yn(v2,:) 
21 - Zn(v1,:) + Zn(v2,:) 
X2 - Xn(v3,:) + Xn(v4,:) 
Y2 - Yn(v3,:) + Yn(v4,:) 
22 Zn(v3,:) + Zn(v4,:) 
X3 E Xn(v5,:) + Xn(v6,:) 
Y3 - Yn(v5,:) + Yn(v6,:) 
23 E Zn(v5,:) + Zn(v6,:) 

Cell%Volume - Cell%Volume 
& + Xl'(Y2'23 - Y3'z2) 

+ Y 1 '(X3'Z2 - W Z 3 )  & 
& + ZI9(X2'Y3 - XPY2) 
end do 

Cell%Volume E twelflh'Cell%Volume 

end subroutine cell-volume 

Fluid Dvnamics Grouo T-3 Los Alamos 



I TELLURIDE F90 EXAMPLE: GATHER VERTEX DATA TO CELLS 

SUBROUTINE V2C-REAL-V-ALL (Dest, Src, Mesh) 

use mesh-module 

implicit none 

#include "parameter.K 
#include "c0nstants.h" 

Integer (kind - INT-TYPE) :: v 
integer (kind = INT-TYPE), dimension(ncel1s) :: Neighbor 

Dest = zero 

c ... Loop over vertices 
d o v i  1,nvc 

Neighbor Mesh%Ngbr-vrtx(v) 
Dest(v,:) = Src(Neighbor) 
I 

end do 

end subroutine v2c_real_v_all 

The communication is 
isolated here in the 
indirect addressing 

Message passing (MPI) 
routines will be called 
here on multiprocessor 
systems 

'4 
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c BUILDING EFFICIENT, PORTABLE CODE 

Current state of computing: 
Computation hardware is similar on all systems (RISC + cache) 
Good single-PE compilers 
Communication hardware varies between systems and is evolving rapidly 

Exploit compilers as much as possible 
Isolate communication in a few routines 
Data parallel paradigm is good for physics, but not yet portable 
Need flexibility of message passing in performing certain functions 

Software design goals: 

Solution: F90 with MPI-based communication library 
Benefits: 
Easy to maintain and develop 
Portable, ready for future hardware evolution (e.g., SMPs) 
Easily optimized for a particular system 

Fluid Dynamics Group T-3 Los Alamos 
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SOFTWARE PARALLELIZATION STRATEGY 

- 

0 

0 

For MPPs or heterogeneous clusters: 

- 
- 
- 

Partition the mesh into sub-meshes with proven domain decomposition methods 
Allocate one or more submeshes to each processing element (PE) 
Load balance by partitioning dynamically (if necessary) 

Exploit data parallel paradigm for sub-mesh data residing on individual PES 
- 
- 

Use advanced F90 features extensively 
Source code is clean, concise, readable, easy-to-maintain, and portable! 

Physics modules are separate from low-level architecture-specific constructs 
- Cell-to-cell communication is implemented with “black-box” gatherlscatter 

fiinctions that reside in a separate communication library 
Architecture-specific details remain hidden in the communication and 1/0 
libraries: physics modules do not change across pla forms 

- 

Fluid Dynamics Group T-3 Los Alamos 
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DESIGN STRATEGY: SOFTWARE LAYERS 

Insures library portability 

User Application 

I~ Communication Layer Interface 

+ Customized by user User Communication Calls 

Communication Library 

System Communication Layer t Currently MPI, but designed 
to evolve with hardware. Can 
be optimized for a particular 
platform. 

Fluid Dynamics Group T-3 Los Alamos 
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PARALLEL COMMUNICATION LIBRARY FOR UNSTRUCTURED GRID 
SIMULATION TOOLS 

Designed for: 

Developed in collaboration with a parallel software expert (Robert Ferrell) 

- 
- 

Parallelization of workstation clusters and SMPs through message passing 
Any MPP that supports message passing (CM5, Cray-T3D, Paragon) 

A handful of MPI routines currently handle all message passing functions 

Portability depends upon availability of MPI 

- 
- 

Currently an accepted standard, available as freeware for all UNIX platforms 
Being optimized and integrated into the IBM operating system 

Used by developers of physics models and numerical algorithms as a black box 

Should plug into unstructured grid simulation tools with little modification 

- Written in C; callable from Fortran, C, or C++ 

Los Alamos 'b c- Fluid Dynamics Group T-3 
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C GATHER DATA FROM NODES TO ELEMENTS I 

elements nodes IPE-AI 

off PEnodes I-PE-D 

Step 1: Load node data that must go off-PE into a communication buffer (nodeCommBuffer) 
Step 2: Send data in communication buffer to buffers in destination PES (offPEnodes) 
Step 3: Gather node data to elements from on-PE (nodes) and off-PE (off PEnodes) buffers 

Fluid Dynamics Group T-3 Los Alamos 
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I 
'! c SCATTER DATA FROM ELEMENTS TO NODES 

elements nodes 
(X 8) n 

s off PEnodes 

IPE-BI nodes elements 

k l  
offPEnodes 

Step 1: Scatter element data to on-PE nodes (nodes) and off-PE buffers (offPEnodes) 
Step 2: Send data in off-PE buffer to communication buffer in destination PES (nodeCommBuffer) 
Step 3: Scatter element data in communication buffer (nodeCommBuffer) to nodes (nodes) 

Fluid Dynamics Group T-3 Los Alamos 
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1 TELLURIDE: GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE (GUI) 

Tcl/Tk is 

A powerful interface for users and developers 

Developed with a “GUI-builder” known as Tcl/Tk 

GUI-builders decrease GUI development time 
c 

- Based on a simple scripting language 
- 
- Fast becoming a “standard” 

Freeware - ideal for portable code 

GUIs must be a part of modern simLlation tools beca ise they 
- 
- 

Decrease software development time and increase user productivity 

Aid in widespread dissemination, use, and acceptance of the software 
Consult www site ht tp  : //gnarly. l a n l  . gov /Home . html 

Fluid Dynamics Group T-3 Los Alamos 
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! 
I TELLURIDE STATUS 

i 

Design of a modern, flexible data structure 

- 
- 

Ideal for meshes that do not possess regular connectivity 
Fully parallelized - supports arbitrary partitioning for multiple processors 

A unique and accurate interface tracking method is in place 

- 
- 
- 

Designed for complex 3-D geometries 
More reliable mold-filling simulations will soon be possible 
Convected solidification fronts will be highly resolved 

A robust heat flow model is in place 

- 
- 

Utilizes a state-of-the-art, parallelized linear equation solver library 
A unique, fully second-order finite-volume algorithm will improve results 

Reliable fixed-grid enthalpy-based solidification models are being implemented 

Fluid Dynamics Group T-3 Los Alamos 
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c PAGOSA HISTORY 

a 

I 

I 

I 

0 

Began as a research project in October 1989: 

Can modern CFD algorithms perform efficiently on parallel architectures? 
What new methods and algorithms must be developed for parallel machines? 
Can the increase CPU speed and memory capacity afTorded by parallel computers 
be fully utilized? 

Goal: quantitative accuracy and predictive capability of 3-D flows and high- 
rate deformation in real geometries 

Fluid Dynamics Group T-3 Los Alamos 
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I PAGOSA PHYSICS 

e 

0 

e 

0 

0 

Compressible, 3-D hydrodynamics 

One-point turbulence models 

Elastic-plastic material deformation 

Material flow stress constitutive models 

Material damage models 

Analytic and tabular EOS for pure materials 

Pressure relaxation models for EOS of mixtures of materials 

Reactive HE burn models 

The kitchen sink 

Fluid Dynamics Group T-3 Los Alamos 
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-3 

b EVOLUTION OF INTERFACIAL FLOW MODELING AT LOS ALAMOS 

1960s: 
- 
- 
- 

PIC method: particles represent fluid 
MAC method: particles represent interfaces (SMAC) 
Lagrangian method: mesh follows interfaces (LINC) 

1970s: 
- VOF method: volume fractions represent interfaces (SOLA-VOF) 

1980s: 
- Dramatic improvement of VOF methods (NASA SOLA-VOF, NASA VOF2D 

NASA VOF3D, CAVEAT, MESA2D, MESA3D, RIPPLE, ...) 
Dramatic improvement of PIC methods (FLIP code family) - 

1990s: 
- Three-dimensional VOF and PIC capabilities made readily available (PAGOSA, 

TELLURIDE, CAWAT3D, CIC-3 suit of AMR codes, CELESTE3D) 

Fluid Dynamics Group T-3 Los Alamos 
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INTERFACIAL FLOW MODELING WITH VOF: IMPROVEMENTS SINCE 
“SOLA-VOF” 

+ 

Volume tracking is much more accurate 

Much improved surface tension model (CSF) 

Linear equation solvers are much faster and more robust 

Montonic, high order (2nd - 4th) advection algorithms 

Better resolution of flow transients (2nd order accuracy in time) 

Much improved projection methods 

Algorithms: typically finite volume, therefore amenable to body-fitted meshes 

Three-dimensional capabilities are the norm rather than the exception 

Portable, parallelized software 

Fluid Dynamics Group T-3 Los Alamos 
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FOR MORE INFO 

1. C. Zemach, D.B. Kothe, and T. Chaumauzeau, Three-Dimensional Volume-Tracking of Fluid Interfaces on 

2. D.B. Kothe and W.J. Rider, Stretching and Tearing Interface Tracking Methods, Technical Report AIAA 95- 

3. D.B. Kothe and W.J. Rider, Comments on Modeling Interfacial Flows with Volume-of-Fluid Methods, 

4. W.J. Rider, D.B. Kothe, S.J. Mosso, J.H. Cerutti, and J.I. Hochstein, Accurate Solution Algorithms for 

Generalized Hexahedral Meshes, document in preparation. 

1717, to be presented at the 12th AIAA CFD Conference June 19-22, San Diego, CA (1995). 

submitted to J. Comput. Phys. (1995). 

Incompressible Multiphase Flows, Technical Report AIAA 95-0699, presented at the 33rd Aerospace Sciences 
Meeting and Exhibit, January 9-12, Reno, NV (1995). 
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8. J.U. Brackbill, D.B. Kothe, and C. Zemach, A Continuum Method for Modeling Surface Tension, J. Comput. 
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Multiphase Reynolds Stress Transport 
Modeling 

0 Exact Transport 
Equation 

0 Multiphase 
exchange and 
production 

0 Generalized 
multiphase 
Boussi nesq closure 



Multiphase Reynolds Stress 
I 1  

P k R k  = ('kPoukuk) 

Select Q 0 = 'kp 0 0 0  u u 

Use micro and macro mass and momentum conservation equations 

Insert in generalized conservation equation assuming non - collisional invariance : 

dRk 1 
= - P D k  t Pk t <Dk - E ~  -Mk t Ek t Ck t CPk - 2(Q x Rk t Rk xQ) 

dt pk 
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Generalized Multiphase Boussinesq 
Closure 

0 Examine homogeneous limit 
0 Invert tensor algebraic equation 
0 Obtain true tensorial form of stress 
0 Obtain dependence of eddy viscosity on 

slip velocity 
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Spectral Models 
Consider a "Two-Point" Generalization of the Reynolds Stress Tensor (for a 
Single Fluid) 

Rij (x 1, x2 9 t ) = (u;( x 1 9 t)u; (x2 , t )) 

Derive an exact transport equation via Navier-Stokes, and (1) change 
coordinates: 

a 

1 X=-(x1 +x2), r = x l  -x2 
2 

(2) Fourier Transform with respect to the relative coordinate, r , and (3) 
perform angular integrations to reduce the vector-k space to a scalar k-space; 

Rij ( xl, x2, t )  4 Rii (X, r, t )  2 Rij (X, k, t)-% Re (X, k,  t )  

Result: A spectral model of the turbulent Reynolds stress, related to the 
"single-point" engineering model by integration over wavenumber; 

00 01 

Rij (X, t )  = l R i j  (X, k, t)dk = 21 Eii (X, k, t)dk 
0 0 

where the "Energy Spectrum" E(k,t) is Enn(k,t), the turbulent kinetic energy 
K(t) is 

eo 

K ( X ,  t )  = 1 E ( X ,  k, t)dk 
0 

Requires no dissipation equation, or length-scale equation. 
Pennits computation of "non-equilibrium" turbulence. 
Cost of direct numerical solution is much more costly than using a spectral 
model, which is more costly then using an engineering closure. 



Turbulence and Symmetry 

"A turbulent flow, initialized at t=O in some arbitrary way, may relax, after 
some transient period, to a self-similar flow." 

The turbulence may satisfy the same symmetries and scalings as the 
governing equations, i.e., the Navier-Stokes Equations. 

Self-similarity originates in invariance of the turbulence dynamics under a 
group of transformations, e.g., space-time transformations such as (for 
isotropic) 

t ' = pt, 

t ' = t + to 
(time scaling), 

(time translation), 

&' = B&, (length scaling). 

Consider a scaling subgroup, p = B; for which an invariant solution obeys 

~ ~ ~ - ~ E ( k , t )  = E(p-Yk,-to +p(t  +to)). 

This can be shown to have a solution of the form (Karman-Howarth) 

E@, t )  = K( t )L ( t ) f (  W t ) )  9 

wheref({) satisfies an auxiliary equation given by a theory, model, Navier- 
Stokes etc. Time dependencies are 

and 
K ( t )  = .k;, ( l + t / t o )  -YK, L(t)  = Lo (1 + t / t o y ,  

yK = 2 - 2 y .  

This agrees precisely with K-E closures and with results from (all?) spectral 
models for isotropic turbulence. 
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Self-similarity and Engineering Closures 
Assertion: Single-Point (Engineering) closures can be rigorously correct in 
the limit of spectral self-similarity. 

Consider the self-similar form for turbulence at high Reynolds number 
subjected to a homogeneous mean flow velocity gradient; 

In general, each fg is different. During free decay, (upon releasing the mean 
flow strain or shear) the spectrum tends asymptotically towards the form 

and 
1 
3 

Eij (k,  t )  = Eg (k,  t )  - - 6fi E( k, t )  = Rij ( t )  L ( t ) f (  kL(t)) 

where 
1 -  1 1 
2 3 

Rij ( t )  = -Rij (k ,  t )  = ?(Re (k ,  t )  - - 6ij&n (k,  t ) )  

Simple Group analysis (and the spectral model) predicts the same time 
dependencies of ( t )  and K( t )  . Hence the anisotropy, given by 

asymptotes to a constant--No Long-Term Return to Isotropy! 

Conclusion: The detailed process of "Return Toward Isotropy" is a non- 
equilibrium process, not accurately depicted by engineering closures. 

Example: Experiment of Uberoi & Wallis (J. Fluid Mech. 24, 1979). 

Lesson: One should not ask "too much" of an engineering closure. 



Construction of Engineering Closures 
From Spectral Closures 

(1) Determine the appropriate similarity group for the problem class. 
-Might be an approximation. 
-In conjunction with direct computation of the spectral model, and 

direct numerical simulation. 

(2)Determine the self-similar form of the spectra. 

(3) Substitute the self-similar expression into the spectral model equations, 
and take "appropriate" k-space moments. 

"Appropriate" moments may be a product of the tastes of the 
researcher. E.G., does one want a dissipation rate equation or a length 
scale equation? 

(4) Model coefficients will depend on spectral moments and are determined 
by the details of the self-similar forms produced by the spectral model. 

Example: K- E -bij 
homogeneous mean-flow form. 

models constructed from self-similar form for 

&Equation 

where 



&-Equation 

where 
- 3m-2 

7 m g&o - 

3c,,m + 2 
g&l=( ). 

- (  1 3m-2 +- 1 J(m) 
g&2 -- 

m 2 aInn(m) 

and 



bij - Equation (Algebraic) 

aUj 2 au, +-bni --fiu-b,, 
ax, 3 ax, 

where 

0 



Conclusion 

Symmetry considerations and transformation groups provide a frame work 
to view the behavior of turbulence and closures without resort to ad-hoc 
modeling hypothesis. 

Spectral models provide a much richer picture of the dynamics of turbulence 
and mix than do engineering closures, but at a greater computational cost. 

In the limit of self-similarity (where a group transformation applies) 
engineering closures can be derived rigorously from spectral closures. 

Likewise, the absence of any such self-similarity might indicate that the 
engineering closure is, at best, approximate. 

Future 

Presently incorporating effects of helicity ("swirl") which adds an additional 
level of complexity to the modeling and direct numerical simulations. 

Additional self-similarities ? 

Derivation of multi-scale models or "reduced spectral" models for use in 
large computer codes; 

Applicable to non-self-similar turbulence. 
More tractable than full spectral closure. 
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Industry/National Laboratory 
Collaborations for the 

“Industries of the Future” 
“Virtual Laboratories”- Centers of Excellence 
- Coordinating Council with All Laboratories Represented 
- Working Groups for All Stated Industry Needs with 

- One Stop Shopping 
Laboratory Peer Review 
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A MOMENT OF TRUTH 
FOR AMERICA. 

I m g n e  life withoui polio vaccines and ban 
p~~cmakcrs .  Or dig1131 computers Or municiprl 
u m r  punlicdiion q51cmb Or sp3cc-baxd \\aihcr 
loreusting. Or advanced cancer therapies. Or jet 
. iirlinm. Or disear-miuant gnim and vegetable,. 
Or wrdinpulmonar). resuscitation (CPR). 

\\L mhe for V n i e d  these and thousands of 
nihcr iechnoloeical brukihroughs that have nude 
Amencan X K I C I ~  the most advanced in history. 
l'hry haw madc our economy more compciiiive. 
crcrird millionj ol johs. and underpinned our entire 
siindnrd 01 linng Thry have \wly improved our 
health and estended our life span. In a wry re31 
senx'. ihcy rpiiomirc the American Dream. 

Bui ihcr breakthroughs didn't just happen. 
They are the products o l  a long-sunding panncr- 
ship that hy. 3s a maiier of nauonal policy. fostered 
the d~~~arry and drvcloprnent of new technologies. 
Tor many ycars. Administrations of both panies. 
working uith Congress have consiuently supponed 
universii) rcxrrch programs as a \ita1 investment 
in our cauniry's fuiurc. Industry has played an 
rqually criiic31 rolr. carelully shepherding these 
ne\\ technologies into the markriplace. 

'Iha partnership - the rrsearch and educa- 
tional as535 of Amcncan universities. the finmcial 
suppon of the Men1 gowrnmcni and the real-world 
produci dn.cl,>pmcnt ol indunry - has been a mtiul 
I m o r  in mmtaining the nation's technological 
Ieadcrship ihrough much of the 2Oth century. 

Just Y imponani. unirraity research has also 

bcu & 
15: Wayne Allen 
Chimun k CLO ' 

Phillips Petrolcum Company 

helped prcpare and train the engineers. scientt~ts 
and iechniciins in indusiry whose disciplinr 
and skill have made iechnological brcakthrouglis 
possible. 11 has sparked innovation and prudent 
risk-uking. And as a result of the opportunity 
nlforded such skilled uurkm m our trcfmolopjally 
advanced economy, many diwdranlaged young 
people h v e  used high-tech jobs as a 'stepping 
none- to more productive and W y i n g  1n.e~. 

Unfonunately. ioday ~mericds vchnoIogicaI 
prowess is severely threatened. As the federal 
government undergoes dounsiring. here is pressure 
for cnntiul unnrrsity mearch to k slashed. 

Lhiversity mearch nukes I tempting target 
k u s e  many people arcni aum of the critial role 
it plays. It can mke seers cf i lucia m r c h  kforc  
tcchnologies emerge that can 'm-ke i!" in t h  
markeipkce. H i u o ~  has shown hi II is federally 
sponsored m a r c h  h a  p t d e s  the truly -patient' 
capital needed to carry out basic rtsarch and m a t e  
an environment for the inspired risk-taking thai 
i s  rssential to technological discover).. Ofien these 
advances have no  immediate practical usability 
but open 'iechnology u indou-  that can be pursued 
until riable appliwiions emcrgc. Such u x  the c a s  
u x h  pioneering university rcsearch done on eanh- 
quakrs in ihc i920s. whirh Icd over time io  ihc 
modern science of seismology and the design of 
structures that better withstand earthquake lorcrs. ' 

Today. .we. the undersigned - cxecuiives of 
m e  of America's M i n g  technology c o m p i e s  - 

/&&- 
-korman R Aumrnin 

Revdcni 
Lockheed Manin Corporation 

Chamrun. Exmrrnr tommitee 
Motorola, I n c o p r u e d  

C h a m  61 CEO 
BellSouth Corpontion 

chmnnn&CEO 
DMtorpontion . 

believe thai our country's luture economic and 
rxul well-being stands awnde 3 similarly ominous 
%uli line- Wc can personally atiest thai larp,c and 
small compmia in America. eaablrshed and enire- 
preneurial. all depend on two products ol our 
research universities: new technologies and uxll 
eduqted scientius and engineers. 

Technological kadership. by its vev nature. 
IS ephemeral. At one point in their histories. all 
the great civilkaiions - Egypt. China. Greece. 
Romk - held the temporal 'state of the art- in 
their hands. Each allourd their d s m u g e  to wither 
m;ry, and as the ch-iliiiicn slippcd from techno- 
lcgiai krdership. it rlso surrendered inrcmauoml 
poli*ical leaderhip. 

Fer dl h reasons. it is avnt ia l  ihai the 
federal gamm-ern continue LIS tdttional role as 
funder of both basic and applied research in the 
university environment. If we want to keep the 
American Dream intact. we need to preserve the 
pannership that has long sustained ii. As we reach 
the final years of the century, we m u  acknowledge 
that we face a moment of truth: 

Will we nunure that wry special i n r n x i i r  
environment thai has made this 'the American 
century'? O! will we follow the other great 
cirilt:ations and )ield our  leadership io bolder, 
more confident nations? As the Congress makes 
i ts  decisions on  universiiy research, let there 
be n o  mistake: We are  determining the 2151 
century rodax 

.,. 
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Sifuafion A wide variety of CFD tools developed for other industries (aerospace, 
automotive, and power) are currently being used to solve problems in the chemical 
process industry (CPI). Although CFD is having an impact, the available tools 
clearly have limitations for many applications unique to the CPI. This is especially 
tme for applications that require coupling of chemical reactions with fluid 
mechanics. Examples of CPI specific problems that are not satisfactorily addressed 
include: 

0 fully turbulent reacting flow 

0 multiphase flows (reacting or not) 

e viscoelastic laminar flows with free surfaces (polymer melt into a die) 

Many of the physical models and advanced numerics needed to address these 
problems exist, however they are slow to be incorporated into readily available and 
fully supported CFD tools. Another general limitation of available CFD tools is the 
lack of a common chemical engineering infrastructure to allow linking with CPI 
programs for physical and chemical property databases. 

Yision In the CPI of the futwe, CFD will be used along with other modeling tools 
for optimization of existing product h e s  and for reduced time to market for new 
products/processes. In this role, CFD will be specifically used to help guide and 
shorten the cycle for experimental optimization and scaleup. 

Challenges The prinapal challenge is to produce a CFD tool that is tailored to the 
needs of the CPI. This will require effective collaboration between those with 
technology (CPI and federal labs), those with need (CPI), those with resources 
(industry and federal government), and those that can provide support (commercial 
software vendors). Success will also require progress in the areas of software and 
computing. Common to applications of CFD in other industries, progress is paced 
by growth in computational power and its effective use. The promise of parallel 
computing has been limited by software development and code portability issues 
that are caused mainly by the lack of a parallel computer architecture standard. 

Mica2 Success Factors We will know we are successful when we can use CFD to 
model a sigruficantly wider range of CPI-specific problems, with turnaround times 
that facilitate its use in the design process. Examples of CPI-specific problems that 
CFD should solve include: 

Combustion and related high temperature gas-phase systems (e. g., incineration, 
thermally activated reactions, gasification, light hydrocarbon production) 
Multiphase mixing in a tank with baffles and a n  impeller (e. g., polymer 



production) 
Polymer processing with non-Newtonian rheology in extruders and dies (e. g., 
plastic film production) 
Dense multiphase turbulent flows (e. g., solids conveying) 
Dense rnultiphase turbulent reacting flows (e. g., ceramics production) 
Crystallization with particle nucleation and growth (e. g., caustic production) 

Second, we will know we are successful when this software tool is in the form of a 
single commercial quality CFD platform that is not only usable by dedicated 
specialists, but by knowledgeable generalists, as well. Finally, we will know we are 
successful when this software platform allows rapid incorporation of new 
developments as CPI needs evolve and as simulation technology matures (software, 
hardware, numerics, models). 

Sfrafe_pl,l and Recommendafions The initial task is to prioritize CPI simulation 
needs. This would be followed by a general state-of-the-art assessment of available 
codes and of current knowledge, theory, and methods relative to these needs. In 
parallel, flexible software paradigms would be explored for a new base code. Based 
on the results of these tasks, a clearly defined development path could be defined for 
the new CFD tool. 

Ref. March 2, 1995 letter from Tyler Thompson (Dow Chemical) to Dale Schaefer 
(DOE) and attachment: Computational Fluid Dynamics for the Chemical Processing 
Industry 



Computational Fluid Dynamics for the 
Chemical Processing Industry 

Introduction 
Significant efforts have been made to develop CFD packages that are applicable to the 
aerospace, the automotive, and the electric power industries. These packages have been 
used to solve problems in the Chemical Process Industry (-I). However, like other 
industries, the CPI has special types of problems not addressed by current packages. Recent 
work at Dow sought to define projects of interest to the 8 1 ,  and to identify limiting 
shortcomings in commercial CFD software. This workhas demonstrated the value of CFD 
to the CPI, and has identified three broad areas of application in which the available 
computational tools are not adequate for OUT needs. (1) Simulation of fully turbulent 
reacting flow systems. Since efficient chemical production is based upon transport processes 
of reacting systems, this ability is critical to applications in €he CPL (2) The simulation of 
several types of multi-phase flows (reacting or not). (3) Tidependent ,  three- 
dimensional viscoelastic lamktar flow with a free surface, such as flow of a polymer melt 
into a die. Collaborative efforts between the CPI, several f k d d  feseafih laboratories, 
and established hardware and software vendors could help facilitate development and 
implementation of new CFD packages focused on problems specific to the 8 L  

Dow, Battelle Pacific Northwest Lab, and other parties are trying to assess the CPI's 
interest in organizing a research team and funding to address the development and 
implementation of the next generation of CFD, focused on reacting flow systems, m u l t i p k  
systems, and polymer systems. Information presented here details issues important to the 
CPI related to this proposal. Results from an informal survey of Dow CFlD users and their 
counterparts from other chemical companies are also presented. 

Issues of Developing CFD for the CPI 
A critical issue of this effort is identifying the technical objectives and approach. 
Questions such as: "why a new CFD package for the -I?", "what's wrong with existing 
commercial programs?", and "what are the great 'challenges' the 8 1  must solve to be 
competitive in the next century?" must be considered 

Why a new CFD package for the CPI? 
Developing a new code is driven by the need to solve "hard" problems important to the 0'1. 
A "Hard" problem might include: (1) a complex 3-D geometry with sharp gradients (eg., 
shock waves, highly exothermic reactions, or low-concentration non-accumulating reactive 
intermediates that are both produced and consumed at high rates); (2) non-trivial reaction 
kinetics confounded with turbulence; and (3) nonsteady-state mdtiphase reacting flow 
with radiative heat transfer. Implementing one commercialquality CFD computer 
program throughout a company, with provision for future support and further development 
is also central to this project. 

I 
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Why not existing commercial packages? 
A difficulty with current CFD codes is the time required to bring new technology to market. 
Generally, work at research laboratories is not incorporated into commercial codes for many 
years. This is due, in part, to the current architecture of CFD codes - implementation 
means a "new rewrite"! Generally, current CFD packages: 

do not fully utilize available computational horsepower (eg., parallel computing); 

* do not include available submodels of key subprocesse (e.g., crystal nucleation and 
growth), or the submodels aren't coupled properly (Le., turbulence and chemistry); 

* do not fully utilize leading edge numerical methods (e.g., adaptive gridding) or 

* do not have a common chemical engineering infrastructure to allow linking to common CPI 

theoretical methods (e.g., advanced pdf-based turbulence models); 

programs (e.g., physical & chemical properties databases). 

What are the "Grand Challenges" for the CPI? 
Some of the "hard problems that CFD should solve include: 

* Combustion and related high-temperature gas-phase systems (e.g., incineration, 
thermally activated reactions, gasification, light hydrocarbon production). 

* Multi-phase mixing in a tank with baffles and an impeller (e.g., polymer production). 

* Polymer processing with non-Newtonian rheology in extruders and dies (e.g., plastic film 

* Dense multiphase turbulent flows (e.g., solids conveying) 

* Dense multiphase turbulent reacting flows (e.g., ceramics production) 

production) 

* Crystallization with particle nucleation and growth (e+, caustic production) 

CFD Today and Tomorrow 
Current work at Dow shows that CFD is used to solve real problems today! Typical 
applications included rotary kiln incinerators, gas scrubbing, drying ovens, thermal 
oxidation, packed bed reactors, storage bin ventilation, crystallkition, polymer extrusion, 
general mixing vessels, dust separation, impeller design, caustic evaporators, ceramic 
production, retention basin flow, membrane flow, liquid flow m polymer beds, degassing, 
and atomization nozzle design. In many of these projects, a key limitation has been 
coupling reactions with the fluid mechanics. 

Recent development of new approaches to modeling turbulent mixing (e.g., pdf methods, 
linear eddy methods, large eddy simulations) and to coupling full reaction kinetics with 
turbulence (e.g., dynamic mecharusm ' reduction) suggests that modeling turbulent reacting 
flows on today's computers is possible. However, given the rapid rate of development for 
hardware (parallel architecture), software (advanced numerics for parallel machines), 
and technology (submodel development), together with recent advances in object oriented 
programming it would be wise to develop a "new" base code on which to build. 

It is desirable to design a "plug-and-play" code to allow easy insertion of new submodels 
and new solution algorithms on various hardware platforms. This is done using an object- 
oriented structure so a user selects sub-models and applicable solvers for the available 
hardware platform when developing a specific model for a problem. The new "plug-and- 
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play" approach would reduce effort needed to move new technology from the laboratory to 
industrial application. Presently, incorporation of new technology can take years - the 
suggested approach reduces this greatly. 

However, development of a new CFD paradigm means starting over - no more band-aid 
approaches. This would n q i r e  several partners from the CPI, the d community, 
the software vendors, and computer hardware vendors. Another critical mgredient is 
government support Ihe cost of long-range tool development is difficult to iustify and 
sustainmanmdustrywhosepurposeisprodtrringchemicalsand~~. Theincreasing 
level of international competition and de<2easing operating margins make it even harder. 

Results of Initial CPI Survey 
Results of an informal survey of both Dow and other CPI users are listed with follow-up 
comments. 

Comments from Dow CFD Users 
Initial responses from Dow's CFD user community are listed below: 

* The projecf scale seems ambitious; is foo much promised? The proposed project is 
based on current work at several U. S. research institutions. 

* Will this projecf be directed by members of the chemical industry to help f m s  the 
work on problems &zmt to indusfry? A close working relationship between 
industrial and researth laboratories is critical to successful completion of this goal - a steering team is a reasonable approach 

code structure, it would be impossible to modify an existing code. Of couxse, 
experience will form a basis for future efforts to reduce development time. 

* I f  fhe resulting code is totally 'new", who will support it after fhe dewlopmenf 
phase? This will be decided by the partners - but it most likely wil l  be an existing 
software vendor with their support staff and facilities. 

* G i t m  our limited understanding of tuurbulence, and its sfiect on reactions, m we hope 
fo accomplish this project? We are solving real problems with turbulent reacting 
flow today - we do OUT best with the tools we have. A platform that allows rapid 
implementation of new understanding is a critical concept of this project 

Will this be a totally new code, nof based un an existing code? Given the proposed 

How will partners be identified, speci@aIly soffware and hardware vendors? The 
idea is to solicit proposals from each vendor and allow the CPI partners to select 
those that bring the most to the project 

Comments from CFD Users from Other Chemical Companies 
The following comments were gathered at a recent meeting of representatives from several 
chemical companies. 

* The projecf goals reflect current CPI wants. Not surprising, since the main goal of the 
project is aimed at the CPI. 

* Thme are no parallel architecture standards upon which enduring codes can be built. 
The proposed code must be built independent of current computer architecture since 
architecture will continue to change and the code must change along with it to be 
usable. 
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* Why not just hire a code ameloper to implement selected enhancements f i r  the CPl 
info existing codes? The band-aid approach is costly and does not allow timely 
utilization of new understanding and technology. 

* Would addifionnf site presentations to member companies be possible to fPcilitate 
furfher discus&? Both possible and desirable since the member companies are 
critical to the success of this project This is not just a feseafch p w  it represents 
development of a critical technology for the 8 1 .  

* A technical assessment of anent capabilities of existing CFD codes, both mwcia l  
and from the fedwal laboratories, should be perfwmed. A general state-of-the-art 
assessment of available codes and of current knowledge, theory, and methods should 
be the initial task Even to get started, though, will require funding for up to a year 
for a highly expert and experienced core staff of perhaps two or three scientists. 

* Government support is essential if this project is going to happen! Industry is not able 
to support this level of non-proprietary research project individually or 
collectively. Govemment support would provide an effective mechanism and 
encouragement for collaboration. 

Conclusions 
In conclusion, CFD is being used to solve "real" problems today at Dow and in the CPI. 
However, given the focus on chemical production, a special class of problems represents a 
"Grand Challenge" to the chemical industry. It appears that there is a need for a new CFD 
package specifically designed to address these problems for the Cm. To successfuUy 
develop this tool in a timely fashion will require several key ingredients including: 
government support, dose collaboration between industrial and research laboratories, 
participation by both software and hardware vendors, and a basic paradigm shift in CFD 
code structure. A new "plug-and-play" tool that will allow the rapid implementation of 
new technology for industrial application is proposed. This new tool could help address 
key issues needed to support environmentally safe chemical production m efficimt, 
profitable processes. 
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Additional Discussion 
The following material provides some additional discussion of the importance and 
application of computational fluid dynamics in the chemical industry. I t  also addresses in 
more detail the need fol government funding. 

Computational fluid dynamics critical needs 
Flow of matter and heat, with or without chemical reaction, is modeled and simulated in 
many areas of process research and development, and as part of environmental 
stewardship. The following three topics have been identified by reseaxh engineers in one 
chemical company as key needed capabilities that are lacking or inadequate in commercial 
software packages. 

1. Turbulent reacting flow 

Although CFD shows great promise for improving the productivity and reducing the 
environmental impact of chemical processes, the needs of the chemical industry have not 
been adeqcately served by the existing commercial CFD vendors. Because their products 
have evolved mainly from the aerospace, automotive, and power industries, they have 
given short shrift to problems involving complex chemical reactions, and tubdent reacting 
flows in particular. There is much active research in universities and federal labs on 
adaptive and moving grid methods, on modeling twbulence and multiphase flows, and on 
improved algorithms for new high-performance computers. The commercial vendors have 
been slow to implement these advances in their products. Chemical companies might ally 
with partners in the petrochemical industry, with aid from government, to develop a new 
CFD code or improve an existing one to meet our needs. 

2 Multiphaseflow 

This includes solids in gas, solids in liquid, gas bubbles in liquid, liw emulsions & latexes, 
liquid sprays in gas. Multiphase flows are ubiquitous m the chemical p'ocessing industry. 
Our ability to analyze and simulate these flows is important fox 

sk&nbgs*,reliefdevicesfnrreactorsatanks 



3. Time-dependent modeling of viscoelastic polymer flows with free 
surface 

Flow of molten polper  into a mold or through a die is a typical application. ?he 
calculation is particularly challenging when it must: 

ZLC tEatiJillePeometricaldimensions 
h, simulatehwYarvinea*rathermdsm-- 
G handle nPn-Newtonian l- *rheolow 
g, m&.Glla@xgDositionQfaksurface 

Development & support of sophisticated technical 
software with a limited market 
The manufacturing industries in general and the chemical process industry in particular, 
are increasingly avid users of advanced, specialized scientific and engineering software 
We are reluctant occasional developers of it. We value the quality of commetdal 
application software, with its refined user interfaces, user support, documentation, and 
sustained development Nevertheless, many companies have developed their own in- 
house codes because it was essential to their business and unavailable commetcially. The 
Dow Chemical Company has made some efforts to commerdalize two such computer 
programs, but we wish it hadn't been necessary. S d o m  does a single mandacturing 
company have either the incentive or the resources to do a good job at it There has been 
much duplicated effort in many companies developing specialized software that is inferior 
compared to c o m m d  standards. Such cudes often become orphans and fall into disuse 
because they do not keep up with newer science, better concepts in software anhitecture, or 
improved paradigms for user interfaces. And yet, further development of such codes to 
implement the latest scientific advances and raise them to the quality of fully commercial 
software could have a major impact on the competitiveness of American manufachuers. 
Besides the cost savings from avoiding redundant efforts, major gains are available from 
wider use of fully supported, continuously improved, well documented, user-friendly 
software. Typical in-house codes may only be used by spedalists, and sometimes only by 
the small group of scientists who developed the code. The best commercial software is 
usable by generalists: scientists and engineers who have a problem to solve or a project to 
finish, and don't want to make a career out of technical computing. 

1. cost 

Manufacturing companies derive value from the application of technical software, not from 
the exclusive ownership and sale of it. Commercial software companies, on the other 
hand, find it difficult and expensive to develop, support, and sell specialized programs for 
such small markets. Because of this gap between the needs of the manufaduring industry in 
general and the economic priorities of individual companies, financial aid from government 
would have the potential for major impact. Aid might include CRADA funding for federal 
laboratories in consortium with several chemical companies to aid them in developing pre 
commercial versions of scientific and engineering software. Such an effort would include 
partnership with saentific software companies who would subsequently commercialize the 
products. It may involve further development of existing federal lab codes, or it might fund 
creation of a new code to meet an unmet need in a segment of the industry. Some of the work 
could be subcontracted to commercial software developers and universities, but direction of 
projects should be under the control of the manufacturing companies. After a certain period 
of technical development, the commercial version of such software would be offered for sale 
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openly. By underwriting part of the development cost, the government would enable the 
sale of the software to a much wider market and promote use by other manufacturers. The 
benefit to the U. S. economy would come from productive application of the software. 

2 Documentation, training, other support 

The chemical industry has neither the resources nor the focus to support the highquality 
documentation, help files, training, and help-line telephone support that are necessary to 
extend the use of technical computing beyond the dedicated specialists. 

3. Upgrades, debugging 

Few chemical companies have the incentive to refine their codes to the desired high level 
of quality necessary for use by the generalist. Continued development, responsive to active, 
demanding customers, is necessary and very beneficial- It is thus that new methods, new 
features, and new science are added to established packages and come to be applied 
routinely by the general users. 

4. Practical access by knowledgeable generalists vs. state-of-the-art 
capabilities for the dedicated specialists 

This issue is addressed explicitly above, and is the key to profitable use by the widest 
segment of industry. It is the defining difference that elevates a computational approach 
to the level where it can affect the productivity of the whole industry. Research engineers 
of The Dow Chemical Company particularly recognize need and opportunity 
in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) with chemical reactions, aimed at better meeting 
the needs of the chemical process industry. 
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Brainstorm /Discussion on Consortium / Center 
of Excellence 

0 Needs 
0 Potential 

Con so rt i u m/C e n t e r 
of Excellence 
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Needs-Numerical Methods 

0 Parallel methods 
0 Immersed 

0 Implicit transport 
boundaries 

0 Lagrangian fields 
0 Unstructured Grids 
0 Special boundaries 
0 Higher level 

languages 



Needs-Generic Simulations 

0 Bubble Columns 
0 Stirred Tanks 
0 Risers 
0 Immiscible liquids 
0 Packed Beds 
0 Fluid beds 
0 Fractionation 

equipment 
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Potential Consortium / Center of 
Excellence 

0 Vision/Mission? 
>> advance state-of-the-art 
>> target computation/grand 

challenge? 
0 Structure 

>> physical center? 
>> virtual center? 

Leadersh i p/di rect ion 
>> board? 
>> topdog? 

0 Membership 
>> industry 
>> academia 
>> sister labs 

0 



Wrap-up 

0 Meeting documentation 
e ProtocoVLetter of support 

>> Company letterhead 
>> Value of workshop 
>> Interest in an expanded 

workshop with academia/ 
sister labs 

colla bo ration 
>> Interest in further 

>> Interest in consortium or 
center of excellence 
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XYZ COMPANY 
LETTERHEAD 

May 22,1995 

W. Brian VanderHeyden 
Theoretical Division Fluid Dynamics Group 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545 

Re: Protocol Letter on Reactive Multiphase Flow Simulation Workshop & Consortium 

Dear Mr. VanderHeyden: 

As you know, I attended the Workshop on Reactive Multiphase Flow Simulation held at 
Los Alamos National Laboratory on May 18 & 19,1995. I found the workshop very 
interesting and informative. Without obligating myself or my company in anyway I would 
like to stipulate that I see potential value in collaborative research between industry and Los 
Alamos on reactive multiphase flow simulation where dual-use benefits exist. I further 
support the idea of a more structured formal arrangement such as a consortium between 
Los Alamos, industry, academia and other government laboratories whose mission would 
be to substantially advance the state-of-the-art in reactive multiphase flow simulation. The 
product of such an endeavor would certainly yield significant benefits to both industry and 
the government. 

Please keep me informed of further developments along these lines. 

Sincerely, 

Dilbert Q. Engineer 
XYZ Company 



Peactive MuWhase Flow S imulat ion Wo rkshop Feedbac k Form, 

The part of the workshop I liked best was: 

The part of the workshop I liked least was: 

This workshop could have been improved by: 

An industry/government consortium on reactive multiphase flow simulation should 

FAX (505-665-5926), e-mail (wbv@lanl.gov), or mail to Brian VanderHeyden, Mail Stop 
B216, Theoretical Division Fluid Dynamics Group, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los 
~lamos,  NM a7545 


